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ABSTRACT 
Wireless sensor networks and portable electronic devices, such as mobile phones, media players,
digital cameras and iPods, require local electric power supplies. Although these devices are 
operational all the time, they consume just a few milli-or micro-watts. This means energy
harvesting from the environment is an attractive option for powering these devices. Mechanical
energy harvesters can use electromagnet, electrostatic or piezoelectric approaches. Of these,
electrostatic devices are found to be the most suitable approach for harvesting mechanical energy
since they are compact, sensitive to low level mechanical energy, easier to integrate in small
scale systems, not requiring smart materials, simple to fabricate, inexpensive and simply
structured using less circuitry. Most of electrostatic harvesters proposed in previous studies use 
mechanical vibration. However, only a few studies have investigated harvesting rotational
mechanical energy. The objective of this thesis is to investigate the possibility of harvesting
rotational mechanical energy from wind using the electrostatic approach. The proposal involves
capturing wind energy using a micro wind turbine then converting it into usable electrical
energy. This work first considers general design considerations and the design procedure that
must be followed to construct a suitable electrostatic based wind energy harvester. Second, it
describes the operating principles of various parts needed to design a novel efficient electrostatic 
harvesting system. The new harvester consists of a micro wind turbine, a gearbox, a multi-pole 
variable capacitor or capacitor array, an LC to LC energy transfer circuit, a capacitance sensing
system and a microcontroller. The harvesting process has three main steps. First, wind energy is
captured and converted into mechanical power using the micro wind turbine. Second, mechanical
power is converted into electrical power using the variable capacitor in three phases: pre-charge,
harvest and reset. Third, the electrical energy is processed and stored in a Lithium ion battery.
The proposed harvester was simulated using Matlab/Simulink to study energy transfer
throughout the three energy harvesting phases. Energy analysis was then carried out to study the 
effect of varying the structure of the multi-pole capacitor on the amount of harvested energy.
Results from the simulation for capacitance variation from 2.5 nF to 0.6 nF indicated that an
eight-pole variable capacitor can produce 29.43 µJ/sec at a wind speed of 10 m/sec, while a
capacitor array of the same capacitance variation with 10 capacitors in the array can produce 295
µJ/sec at a wind speed of 10 m/sec. The results of experiments were carried out to test wind
harvesting using a two-pole capacitor proved that the proposed harvester is capable of powering
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In 1991, Mark Weiser described the concept of advanced computing whereby computing is
made to appear everywhere in our daily life, stating that “the most profound technologies are
those that disappear. They weave themselves into the fabric of everyday life until they are
indistinguishable from it” (Weiser 1991). He predicted that devices in the future will be full 
of small embedded systems that people will use frequently to complete daily tasks
efficiently. However, these devices will only become useful if they do not require continuous
maintenance.
One example of these devices is portable and wearable electronics, which are low-power,
usually small and light-weight hardware devices that are operational most of the time. Such
devices are significantly important in improving the quality of life (Pentland 1998).
However, maintaining them is quite difficult. Specifically, replacing batteries although most 
of these devices have a power supply with a long life, their batteries still need to be replaced
after a certain period of time, which is a disincentive (Miao et al. 2003). It is not possible to
increase the storage capacity by using larger batteries due to limitations on the maximum
size, and the additional cost (Mitcheson 2005). One solution is providing power sources that 
can power the device for its entire operating period.
Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) are examples of important embedded devices in our daily
life. Many small sensors are deployed in the environment to collect and transmit information
(Boisseau et al. 2012). Many sectors make use of them, including automotive and aerospace
industry. For example monitoring acceleration, fuel consumption, identification of incorrect
tire pressure, verification of illumination, evaluation of the vital signals of the driver
(Tavares et al. 2008), it can be used in aircraft safety critical systems and non-safety critical 
systems such as engine control system, flight control system, structural and engine health
monitoring system, cabin environmental system and in-flight entertainment system





            
          
            
              
              
               
            
            
      
 
    
 
             
            
            
            
              
          
          
           
             
             
             
            













which have been used extensively in various applications, including monitoring of buildings,
machines, domestic environment, security, military tracking and human guidance systems
(Gilbert and Balouchi 2012). Researchers are currently trying to develop WSNs that are able
to work for years without any human intervention (Roundy et al. 2004). One possible way to
power such WSNs is by harvesting energy from the environment. Energy harvesting is the
process by which energy is derived from external sources (such as heat, light, acoustic noise
or mechanical energy), captured and then converted into usable electrical energy (Mitcheson
et al. 2008). In recent years, this method of generating electricity has become an important 
part of many advanced technology applications.
1.2 ENERGY HARVESTING
During the past 15 years, energy harvesting has become an important field within both the
academic community and industry as demands for renewable energy sources have increased.
Meanwhile, reductions in the power consumption of many electronic devices have made
harvesting approaches more practical (Boisseau et al. 2012). The surrounding environment is
a rich source of energy, whether solar, thermal or kinetic. The conversion of ambient energy
into electrical energy is attractive for many applications, including WSNs, monitoring
systems, biomedical implants, and wearable and portable power devices (Mitcheson et 
al.2008). Generating electricity using the energy harvesting approach involves capturing and
converting a particular kind of physical energy into utilisable electrical energy (in the form
of voltage or current) (Vullers et al. 2009). Figure 1.1 illustrates this schematically, showing
how a harvester system includes a capturing device and an energy converter. Unlike large-
scale renewable energy generating systems, such as thermal generators, solar systems and













    
 
           
             
       
 
 
          
 
             
              
          
             
           
           
   
 
              
            
               
              
              
              
 
1.3 AMBIENT ENERGY SOURCES
Environmental ambient energy sources are divided into four main types: mechanical, radiant,
thermal and chemical (Boisseau et al. 2012). These sources are categorized according to
power density, as shown in Figure 1.2.
This item has been removed due to 3rd Party Copyright. The unabridged 
version of the thesis can be viewed in the Lanchester Library Coventry 
University.
Figure 1.2: Power densities of different energy sources (Boisseau et al. 2012)
As Figure 1.2 shows, radiant sources provide the greatest power density. Although, solar
energy is one of the most powerful sources of energy, harvesting solar power is
unfortunately not possible in darkness. Similarly, it is not possible to harvest energy from
thermal sources where there is no thermal gradient, or to harvest mechanical energy where
there is no rotational motion, up/down movement, compression or vibration. Thus,
environmental energy sources must be chosen carefully according to the type of application
(Torres et al. 2005).
Several conversion approaches have been proposed for each kind of energy source to capture
ambient energy and then convert it into electricity (Torres et al. 2005). The advantages and
disadvantages of each type are discussed in detail in (Taha 2009), so this debate will not be
repeated in this review. However, in general, each energy source needs to be evaluated
separately in order to find the best energy harvesting method. Table 1.1 summarises the






            
               
             
               
          
            
            
  
 
Table 1.1: Various types of micro energy sources and conversion approaches (Taha 2009)
This item has been removed due to 3rd Party Copyright. The unabridged version of the thesis can 
be viewed in the Lanchester Library Coventry University.
This thesis focuses on wind energy harvesting, which can be an active power source for
WSNs, and for portable and wearable devices in environments where no solar or thermal 
energy harvesting is possible. Wind is one of the most common types of mechanical energy
sources, and is free, clean, inexhaustible, environmentally-friendly and sustainable. The
wind’s kinetic energy can be captured by wind capturing devices, converted first into






          
              
         
                
             
            
               
            
 
            
           
            
 
     
 
          
             
           
            
           
 
               
          
               
           
                
              
             
 




The environmental impact of wind energy harvesters is relatively low. Unlike electricity
extracted from fossil fuels, wind energy harvesters consume no fuel and emit no air pollution
during operation. Although materials must be mined, manufactured, processed and
transported in order to build a wind energy harvester, this process equally applies to all other
types of power harvesters, and the energy consumed to manufacture the harvester is
equivalent to the energy it produces within a few months of operation (UCSUSA.org 2013).
According to a study by the Irish national grid “producing electricity from wind reduces the
consumption of fossil fuels and therefore leads to emission savings” (Dbp.idebate.org 2010).
Wind energy can be harvested using three types of mechanical energy converters:
electromagnetic (Williams et al. 2001), electrostatic (Sterken et al. 2003) and piezoelectric
(Lu et al. 2004). These will be briefly reviewed in the following sections.
1.4 MECHANICAL ENERGY CONVERTERS
Mechanical energy harvesting involves converting mechanical energy into electrical power.
In effect, there are three main steps in harvesting mechanical energy: (a) capturing the
energy from the environment and converting it into mechanical power; (b) converting
mechanical power into electrical power; (c) processing and storing electrical energy in a
storage device or supplying it directly to a load (Boisseau et al. 2012).
Three main kinds of converters are used to turn mechanical energy into electrical energy: 
Piezoelectric devices that depend on piezoelectric materials to generate electrical charges
when placed under stress or strain (Lu et al. 2004), Electromagnetic devices that are based on
electromagnetic induction as an electromotive force is generated from relative motion
between a coil and a magnet (Williams et al. 2001) as expressed by Faraday law and Lenz
law and Electrostatic devices that use a variable capacitor structure to generate charges from
a relative motion between two plates of the capacitor (Sterken et al. 2003).





           
 
   
           
             
                
            
       
 
         
 
               
            
          
            
               
              
Table 1.2: Mechanical to electrical conversion devices (Boisseau et al. 2012)
This item has been removed due to 3rd Party Copyright. The unabridged version of the thesis can 
be viewed in the Lanchester Library Coventry University.
1.4.1 Piezoelectric Converters
A piezoelectric device converts mechanical energy into electrical energy by applying
pressure on a piezoelectric material. The bending of this material causes charge separation
across the material, producing an electric field and a voltage drop across it (Taha 2009). The
voltage produced creates an unregulated current proportional to the pressure applied. Figure
1.3 illustrates a piezoelectric harvester in operation.
This item has been removed due to 3rd Party 
Copyright. The unabridged version of the thesis 
can be viewed in the Lanchester Library 
Coventry University.
Figure 1.3: Piezoelectric harvester in operation (Npl.co.uk 2012)
Typically, piezoelectric materials used for micro systems can produce voltage of 2 - 10 V
(Rahman et al. 2012). Piezoelectric energy conversion produces higher voltage and power
than electromagnetic or electrostatic systems. However, suitable piezoelectric materials are
rare, expensive and sometimes cause high leakage voltages (Torres et al. 2005). Piezoelectric
devices are used to harvest energy where stress and pressure are available. For example, a





                
                 
          
            
       
                                                             
                 
     
 
                                                                
         
        
 
            
          
              
            
                
             
             
     
material to produce a voltage as the wearer walks, as shown in Figure 1.4. Another example
is the use of a piezoelectric device in a total knee replacement (Figure 1.5) to measure force
that provide useful information about tibiofemoral misalignment and soft-tissue imbalance.
At the same time, the piezoelectric device can generate enough energy to transmit the
measurements without requiring batteries (Almouahed et al. 2010).
This item has been removed due to 3rd Party Copyright. The unabridged 
version of the thesis can be viewed in the Lanchester Library Coventry 
University.
(a) (b)
Figure 1.4: Piezoelectric device placed in a shoe (a) Lab test setup (b) Harvester placed in a
shoe (Rocha et al. 2010)
This item has been removed due to 3rd Party Copyright. The 
unabridged version of the thesis can be viewed in the Lanchester 
Library Coventry University.
(a) (b)
Figure 1.5: Piezoelectric harvesting device in a total knee replacement
(a) Component of implants (b) The test set-up (Platt 2003)
Concerning wind energy harvesting, some research has been done on converting kinetic
wind energy into electrical energy utilising piezoelectric materials. A novel piezoelectric-
based wind energy harvester was reported in (Tan & Panda 2007), which converts wind
vibrations into electricity. Energy harvested from wind is first accumulated in a capacitor
and, when enough energy has been harvested, it is used to power WSNs. It was suggested by
the authors that this method provides a practical solution to powering remote sensors and
various communication devices. Figure 1.6 (a) and (b) show the schematic diagram and





                                                                        
         
            
 
             
          
                
             
                
            
   
                                                    
           
    
 
            
               
             
               
          
(a) (b)
This item has been removed due to 3rd Party Copyright. The unabridged version of the 
thesis can be viewed in the Lanchester Library Coventry University.
Figure 1.6: Piezoelectric-based wind energy harvester system
(a) Schematic diagram (b) photograph of the system (Tan & Panda 2007)
A piezoelectric windmill was presented by (Priya et al. 2005) for generating electrical power
from wind. The piezoelectric windmill consists of piezoelectric bimorph actuators arranged
around the circumference of a windmill as shown in Figure 1.7. Using a gear mechanism, a
rotational motion is generated and applied to the actuators. A prototype using12 bimorphs
under normal wind flow at a frequency of 6 Hz, successfully generated a power of 10.2 mW,
as measured after rectification. Thus, this technology appears to offer a convenient solution
to powering WSNs.
This item has been removed due to 3rd Party Copyright. The 
unabridged version of the thesis can be viewed in the Lanchester 
Library Coventry University.
(a) (b)
Figure 1.7: Piezoelectric windmill (a) schematic diagram (b) photograph of fabricated
prototype (Priya et al. 2005)
Another approach was proposed in 2010 by IDTechEx. It used aero-elastic flutter and
vibration of a membrane rather than a spinning turbine. The proposed harvester is about ten
times more efficient compared to piezoelectric turbine-based systems. At 5.5 m/sec of wind
the power output is 2 mW. The major advantage of the harvester is that it is significantly





              
              
              
             
            
    
   
             
                  
               
             
             
             
               
              
              
          
          
           
            
          
            
           
                 
             
              
              
               
           
               
               
          
As well as being rare and expensive, piezoelectric materials have the drawback of being
delicate so they can only support small masses and they suffer from fatigue and degradation
of performance as a function of time (Bowen et al. 2000). Moreover, additional circuits are
required for rectification and regulation of fluctuating harvested power. The circuitry for this
consumes additional power which decreases the overall efficiency of the conversion system
(Torres et al. 2005).
1.4.2 Electromagnetic converters
In an electromagnetic conversion device, a magnetic field is used to produce electrical
energy. A mass can be allowed to oscillate in a magnetic field or a magnet can be used to
oscillate inside a coil (Boisseau et al. 2012). According to Faraday and Lenz law, if a coil 
travels through a variable amount of magnetic flux, it induces a voltage and produces
current. However, the amount of voltage produced is very low and unstable. Thus, power
processing circuits are required (Torres et al. 2005). To harvest more energy, many factors
can be changed: magnet strength, number of turns in the coil, changing the mass, or even
changing the diameter of the coil’s wire. However, all these options are limited by size
constraints. On the other hand, the device has the advantage that it does not need any
external voltage source to start generating power (Torres et al. 2005).
Figure 1.8 shows two types of vibration-based electromagnetic devices that harvest energy
from direct wind flow: (a) a wind belt-based micro generator; (b) a Helmholtz resonator-
based micro-generator (Kim et al. 2008). The output voltage of such devices depends mainly
on wind speed. Another vibration-based device is an aero-elastic flutter-based
electromagnetic energy harvester, as shown in Figure 1.9. It converts wind flow into
mechanical vibration, which is then transformed into electrical power. However, aero-elastic
flutter only starts when the wind reaches a certain speed and the direction of wind flow must
be perpendicular to the device, which limits continuous power generation (Park et al. nd).
In 2013 a novel miniature airflow energy harvester (horizontal and vertical) for wireless
sensing applications was proposed. The harvester consists of a wing that is attached to a
cantilever spring. The wing oscillates in response to a steady airflow. It was found that the
vertical airflow harvester has the highest power density among wind energy harvesters
reported in the literatures so far. It produced output power of 90 μW at 2 m/sec. However, If
the airflow speed becomes high (>10 m/sec), the displacement of the mass can be very large,





                                                
         
        
 
 
                                      
         
      
 
          
          
               
              
              
             
             
           
            
             
               
This item has been removed due to 3rd Party Copyright. The unabridged 
version of the thesis can be viewed in the Lanchester Library Coventry 
University.
(a) (b)
Figure 1.8: Electromagnetic harvesters using direct wind flow: (a) Windbelt-based micro-
generator; (b) Helmholtz resonator-based micro-generator (Kim et al. 2008).
This item has been removed due to 3rd Party Copyright. The unabridged 
version of the thesis can be viewed in the Lanchester Library Coventry 
University.
(a) (b)
Figure 1.9: Aero-elastic flutter-based electromagnetic energy harvester: (a) Laboratory test 
(b) Field test (Park et al. nd).
Rotational motion-based electromagnetic devices are usually attached to turbines to extract 
energy from the wind. For example, the electromagnetic-based micro-windmill shown in
Figure 1.10 is manufactured by HY mini.com to power digital devices, such as cell phones,
iPods and digital cameras (Firebox.com 1998). A minimum wind speed of 4 m/sec is
required to start charging these devices. The power is harvested, stored in lithium ion
polymer rechargeable batteries and then connected to portable devices through a USB port.
Recently, a group of researchers at the University of Texas have designed mini wind
turbines, about 1.8 mm long, with micro-electromagnetic generators that can be used to
charge cell phones (Mearian 2014). The researchers believe that hundreds of these micro
devices could be embedded in a cell phone for recharging. A micro windmill, incorporating












            
 
   
 
             
                 
            
    
          
   
         
   
 
This item has been removed due to 
3rd Party Copyright. The unabridged 
version of the thesis can be viewed in 
the Lanchester Library Coventry 
University.
Figure 1.10: Micro wind turbine by Hymini.com (Firebox.com 1998)
This item has been removed due to 
3rd Party Copyright. The unabridged 
version of the thesis can be viewed in 
the Lanchester Library Coventry 
University.
Figure 1.11: Micro wind mill compared to a US Penny (Mearian 2014)
1.4.3 Electrostatic converters
Electrostatic converters are capacitive devices in which energy conversion takes place as the
plates of a variable capacitor separate or the area of the plates is modified in response to
externally applied mechanical energy (Boisseau et al. 2012). These devices can be divided
into two categories:
 Electret-free electrostatic devices that use energy cycles to convert mechanical energy
into electrical energy






            
             
            
             
           
 
 
                                          
 
            
     
 
              
             
          
            
               
              
                 
             
 
                                                          
           
    
Electret-free devices operate in either charge- or voltage-constrained systems so there are
two possible extremes of operation, as shown in Figure1.12. In both cases, the mechanical 
work done is converted into electrical energy. Details of constant charge and constant
voltage will be reviewed in Chapter 4. Electret-free based harvesters need an external power
source for pre-charging the capacitor in order to generate electricity.
This item has been removed due to 3rd Party Copyright. The 
unabridged version of the thesis can be viewed in the Lanchester 
Library Coventry University.
(a) (b)
Figure 1.12: Two methods of obtaining energy using a variable capacitor: (a) Constant 
charge; (b) Constant voltage (Mitcheson et al. 2008)
Electret-based devices are very similar to electret free devices. The main difference is the
additional electret layers that are applied to one or both plates of the capacitor for
polarisation purposes. Currently available electrostatic harvesters tend to use electret-based
devices more. However, the manufacturing process is complicated, being very similar to that 
for magnets. It entails injecting an excess of charge in a dielectric layer or heating the
dielectric layer above its melting temperature. The layer is then left to cool down to maintain
an electric field. This allows the dipoles of the dielectric layer to be oriented in the same
direction as the electric field (Boisseau et al. 2012), as shown in Figure 1.13.
This item has been removed due to 3rd Party Copyright. The unabridged version 
of the thesis can be viewed in the Lanchester Library Coventry University.
(a) (b)
Figure 1.13: Electret based electrostatic converters (a) dipole orientation and (b) charge





      
 
              
 
         
 
     
 
 
    
    
     
    
      
 
     
      
    
 
     
  
    
 
     
 
      
 
 
      
  
      
    
    
   
 
      
  
     
 
    
    
   
     
 
 
      
   
    
      
    
    
        
    
     
  
   
    
   
     
 
        
1.4.4 Assessment of mechanical energy converters
Each type of converter has both advantages and disadvantages, as described in Table 1.3.
Table 1.3: Advantage and disadvantages of mechanical energy converters
Type of converter Advantages Disadvantages
Piezoelectric
 High output voltage
 High capacitance
 No mechanical stops needed
 High energy density
 No separate external energy source
needed
 Compatible with micro fabrication
 No need to control gaps
 Not compatible with standard
CMOS processes
 Piezoelectric materials have poor
coupling coefficients
 Depolarization and ageing
problems
 Charge leakage and high output 
impedance
 Brittle and expensive material
Electromagnetic
 No separate external voltage source
is needed
 No mechanical stops are needed
 High output current
 Long life
 Robustness
 Bulk and cannot be scaled well to
smaller size
 Difficult to integrate with micro
systems
 Difficult to fabricate
 Low output voltage
 Expensive material 
 Low efficiency at low frequencies
Electrostatic
 Easier to integrate with micro
systems and electronics
 High output voltage
 Low cost systems can be built
 High coupling coefficient
 No smart materials needed
 Can be scaled well to smaller size
 Low capacitance
 Separate voltage sources are
sometimes needed
 Mechanical stops needed
 Capacitance causes damping,
which reduces motion
 High impact of parasitic
capacitance





           
           
            
         
            
           
           
            
              
               
            
       
 
   
 
              
            
           
           
             
          
            
              
        
          
                
           
               
            
 
             
            
            
In most cases, piezoelectric and electrostatic devices are more appropriate for small-scale
harvesters while electromagnetic devices are better for large-scale. When compared to
conventional generators, the electrostatic harvesting system could lead to a system with
similar power density to a conventional generator-transformer-rectifier combination, while
the fewer components that would reduce system cost and increase overall efficiency. In spite
of advances in energy harvesting using piezoelectric and electromagnetic approaches, the
electrostatic approach retains a number of advantages: it is compact, sensitive to low
mechanical energy, easier to integrate in small-scale systems, does not require smart
materials, is simple to fabricate, its energy density can be modified geometrically, is low-cost
and has a simple structure with less circuitry. However, it is also one of the least efficient
with a low output power, so enhancing the output power density from electrostatic
harvesters’ remains challenging (Boisseau et al. 2012).
1.5 PROBLEM STATEMENT
Previous work in the literature focused on the design of electrostatic energy harvesters in
terms of analysis, modelling, fabrication procedures and operation. The majority of the
research on electrostatic energy harvesting technologies utilises only one type of mechanical 
energy – vibration. No researches were reported in harvesting rotational mechanical energy
using electrostatic approach for low power applications. The previous studies are focused on
electrostatic harvesters that use the resonance occurrence to produce energy from mechanical 
vibrations. These devices produce lower power levels compared to other mechanical energy
harvesters. As explained earlier, the key element of an electrostatic device is its variable
capacitor. Since parameters affect capacitance– area, distance and permittivity– several 
structures are possible. Most reported variable capacitors for electrostatic energy harvesting
depend on vibration to modify the area of the capacitor plates or the gap between them.
Because research studies on variable capacitor structures operating with rotational motion
are very limited, this study aims to focus in depth on an electret-free multi-pole variable
capacitor that works specifically for a wind-based electrostatic energy harvesting system.
The proposed harvester is a unique system that combines wind and electrostatic effects. The
main trend in wind energy development is to produce large-scale wind turbines with





               
               
               
           
              
           
 
   
 
             
            
            
           
            
             
            
            
          
 
   
 
              
             
       
 
              
             
                
          
    
 
             
        
high. Thus, there is a need for research in small-scale wind energy harvesting systems that
can be placed in remote areas to provide energy for low-power sensor networks. There are
only an extremely limited number of studies in the literature on wind energy harvesting using
an electrostatic approach. Electrostatic energy harvesters can be viewed as connecting
blocks, one of which is the converter system. This means that many possible approaches can
be adopted to improve the efficiency of the entire harvesting system.
1.6 RESEARCH SCOPE
In this thesis, we will first present a literature review on previous research work on
electrostatic energy harvesters. Next, we will present a review study to address design
considerations and design procedures for electrostatic harvesters. Then, we will give the
theoretical background required for electrostatic energy harvesting. This helps in modelling
the most appropriate variable capacitor and energy transfer circuitry for the wind harvester.
We next describe the proposed harvester based on wind energy harvesting through a detailed
study of the mechanical energy capturing device, the different structures of its variable
capacitors, energy transfer circuits and controller. Finally, we simulate and test the operation
of the harvesting system to prove its capability to harvest energy.
1.7 RESEARCH OBJECTIVES
The first objective of this research is to establish the design considerations and the design
procedure for the electrostatic energy harvester and evaluate previous work related to various
existing electrostatic energy harvesting designs and methods.
The second objective is to investigate the possibility of harvesting wind energy using an
electrostatic approach based on capturing wind energy using a micro wind turbine before
converting it into usable electrical energy. The produced energy can be stored in a battery to
power small, permanently-operating devices in inaccessible locations and consuming just a
few micro or milli-watts.
The third objective is to identify the optimal electrostatic-based wind energy harvester by





   
 
               
         
      
 
             
           
            
 
              
        
 
 
            
            
              
  
 
            
             
            
        
 
           
          
             
            
     
 
             
           
           
     
1.8 RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
In order to achieve these three objectives, the research is divided into five parts: design
considerations, design procedure, principle of operation, including theoretical background,
modelling approaches, and simulations and experiments.
The design considerations include the list of the factors affecting the design of the
electrostatic harvester such as type of mechanical energy, variable capacitor structure,
variable capacitor material type, energy transfer strategy and type of storage device.
The design procedure includes the flow chart that helps a circuit designer to design a suitable
electrostatic harvester to power various applications using different mechanical energy
sources.
The principle of operation includes the operating principles of both the mechanical and
electrical parts of the system, including the wind turbine and the harvester’s electrical 
system. Details of the theoretical background of energy conversion are also addressed in this
part.
In modelling, the electrostatic-based wind energy harvester parts are integrated to investigate
the feasibility of wind energy harvesting. This includes selecting a wind turbine, various
models of multi-pole variable capacitor, the selected energy transfer circuit, the controller,
the capacitance-sensing system and the RF transmitter.
Simulation is conducted by designing the harvester model in Matlab/ Simulink. This
simulation model is capable of simulating actual harvesting cycles. Moreover, the
simulations are capable of displaying the amount of harvested energy of multiple pole
capacitors and the proposed capacitor array at various wind speeds. The simulations also
display capacitance and energy optimisation.
Experimental testing includes testing of electrostatic harvester with the use of micro wind
turbine, capacitance measurement of the variable capacitor for one cycle, charging and
discharging of the capacitor, energy transfer circuit operation, and testing of data






    
 
             
 
         
 
       
   
    
   
         
      
     
       
        
    
    
 
    
    
   
      
     
     
       
        
    
 
 
   
     
   
 
 
       
      





produced provides the basis for
a feasible physical hardware
implementation?
1.9 RESEARCH QUESTIONS
Table 1.4 presents the research questions and the methodology to answer them.
Table 1.4: Research questions and methodology to answer them
Research questions Methodology to answer research questions
Q1. What are the general 
design considerations for an
electrostatic energy harvester?
 A literature review of various types of electrostatic
energy harvesters for several variable capacitor
structures to extract the design factors.
 Assessment and justification of the extracted design
considerations for the harvester in terms of energy
sources, construction, electrical properties and
power processing needs.
Q2. What are the optimum
parameters in a specific
electrostatic harvester model?
 Designing different models of the electrostatic
harvester with different energy transfer strategies
 Comparative assessment of different designs based
on the theoretical and simulation results
 Selection of the optimised design and integration
into the harvester’s architecture
 Prototype testing of the electrostatic harvester
 Evaluating the experimental results and comparing





   
 
             
             
             
            
            
                 
 
               
            
             
            
 
 
            
            
      
 
            
               
       
 
            
             
          
 
            
    
 
             
          
 
         
1.10 THESIS ORGANISATION
As mentioned previously this thesis is concerned with the design of an electrostatic-based
wind energy harvester. The harvester is a combination of two main sub-systems (the wind-
capturing device and the electrostatic converter). In order to design an optimised harvester
system to harvest energy from wind efficiently, it is necessary to understand how each
subsystem operates individually and the relationship between them. Thus this thesis presents
a road map for designing a novel harvester. The road map is divided into number of chapters.
Chapter 1 provides an introduction to energy harvesting systems. It identifies all the types of
ambient energy sources, highlights the three main types of mechanical energy converters and
lists the advantages and disadvantages of each one. The problem statement, research scope,
research objectives, research methodologies and thesis organisation are also explained in this
chapter.
Chapter 2 presents the literature review of electrostatic energy harvesters regarding the
various types of variable capacitor structures and energy conversion mechanisms to identify
the best possible structure and conversion mechanism.
Chapter 3 discusses general design considerations, including all the factors affecting the
design of the harvester and the design procedures that can be followed to design a suitable
electrostatic energy harvester for a specific application.
Chapter 4 describes the operating principles of an electrostatic-based wind energy harvester.
More details are given about the theoretical background underlying the capturing device, the
variable capacitor, the energy transfer circuit and the capacitance sensing circuits.
Chapter 5 describes the new proposed electrostatic-based wind energy harvester with details
of all its components.
Chapter 6 reports on the simulations and experiments conducted for this study, before
discussing the results to verify validity of the proposed harvester.











             
               
               
              
             
             
        
       
 
    
 
             
            
               
               
              
           
            
         
 
       
 
            
           




As explained in Chapter 1, this thesis concentrates on electrostatic energy harvesters. The
main unit of an electrostatic harvester is its variable capacitor, which makes use of a change
in capacitance to either cause a voltage increase or a charge increase in the harvesting
system. Many types of harvester have been reported in previous studies based on various
capacitor structures and energy transfer strategies. A literature review of those types is
presented in this chapter divided into four sections: work concentrating on variable capacitor
structures; previous work on conversion mechanisms; a comparison of conversion
mechanisms; and a comparison of various electrostatic devices.
2.2 ELECTROSTATIC ENERGY HARVESTERS
An electrostatic energy harvester consists of a variable capacitor and an energy transfer
circuit (Boisseau et al. 2012). The electrostatic effect takes place between the parallel plates
of the capacitor on which electrical charge is stored. The harvesting of electrical energy is
achieved by fixing one of the plates and moving the other by an external mechanical motion
to change one of the variable capacitor parameters: either plate area or plate separation
(Miranda 2004). This allows mechanical movement to be converted into electrical energy
according to the principle of electrostatics. The details of electrostatic energy conversion
principle are addressed in Chapters 4 and Chapter 5.
2.3 VARIABLE CAPACITORS FOR ENERGY HARVESTING
The first variable capacitor for electrostatic power conversion was proposed in 1998 by
Meninger and co-workers (Meninger 2001). The concept was later demonstrated by Roundy





            
           
             
         
 
    
 
          
            
           
            
          
 
            
        
             
             
       
 
              
            
             
           
 
            
          
            
   
 
            
             
             
          
several variable capacitor structures for electrostatic harvesting have been reported in the
literature. The structures of these capacitors depend mainly on changing capacitance
parameters. There are three types of variable capacitor: variable area, variable gap and
variable dielectric constant. These three types are considered next.
2.3.1 Variable area capacitors
Philp (1977) reported a variable area vacuum-insulated varying-capacitance machine. This
capacitor operated by rotational motion. Having evaluated its generation of high voltage
direct current HVDC power, the author suggested that his capacitor machine offers two
potential advantages over conventional rotating machines: first, it is capable of very high
efficiency power generation; second, it is suitable for high voltage operation.
Nguyen et al. (2002) reported the design, fabrication and measurement of a novel micro
electro-mechanical system MEMS tunable capacitor with angular vertical comb-drive
actuators. The capacitor allows continuous rotation, making a large tuning ratio possible. The
device fabrication process involves a single deep reactive ion etching step followed by
release and assembly of the angular combs.
Sterken et al. (2003) proposed a variable area capacitor in which the vibrations cause the
capacitor plates to move in opposite directions, changing the capacitance and hence
producing electricity. The author reported that experimentally a 1 W could be harvested
from a 5 m vibration at resonance frequency of 980 Hz.
Tsutsumino et al. (2007) developed an in-plane overlap variable area power generator. They
proposed an electrode arrangement for reducing the in-plane unidirectional damping force.
They confirmed that this generator model can imitate the response of the in-plane electret 
generator with sufficient accuracy.
Pasquale et al. (2008) presented the design approach for an electrostatic capacitive harvester
based on a variable area construction. They derived the main analytical relations for
capacitive structures and used these to provide a quantitative estimation of power scavenged






           
            
         
         
         
            
          
 
            
              
             
              
             
       
 
               
           
          
              
      
 
            
             
              
             
       
 
            
            
             
              
           
 
Tvedt et al.(2008) modelled and simulated an electrostatic in-plane overlap varying energy
harvester using a circuit simulator. They investigated both linear and nonlinear models. The
nonlinear model included mechanical stoppers at the displacement extremes. They used both
narrow- and wide-band large amplitude excitation signals to simulate environmental 
vibrations. The authors found that nonlinear behaviour is significant at large displacements
due to the impact on mechanical stoppers. They also suggested that for sinusoidal excitation
the mechanical stoppers could cause output power to decrease.
Kizirogloou et al. (2009) presented a novel electrostatic harvester design employing an
external free-rolling proof mass. The vibration energy causes a change to the capacitor area.
The authors described the fabrication process for a prototype device and the physical
characterisations for dielectric sizes down to 100 nm. They demonstrated a voltage gain of
2.4, and suggested that the device is suitable for energy harvesting from low frequency
motion sources, such as the human body.
Le et al. (2009) presented an in-plane overlap capacitor consisting of a metal strip set on two
layer dielectrics opposing each other. They concluded that this capacitor had the
disadvantage of fringing fields that have a significant effect on capacitance variation.
However, they also suggested that the negative effect of the fringing field can be reduced by
optimisation of the metal finger widths.
Halvorsen et al. (2009) designed, fabricated and characterized a MEMS electrostatic energy
harvester using a variable area capacitor. The device operates in continuous mode and
features high voltage output and large travelling distance of a big mass within a compact
design using full bulk silicon thickness. The output power is about 1μW at an acceleration
power spectral density of 0.03 g2/Hz.
Paracha et al. (2009) presented the design, fabrication and initial characterization results for
a bidirectional, vibration silicon-based electric energy generator. The converter is based on
an in-plane overlap plate configuration. The authors suggested that, with 6 V pre-charge
voltage, the maximum theoretical power converted is 2.6 µW at 246 Hz vibration frequency





            
              
              
             
            
   
 
              
           
             
           
             
            
            
 
    
 
              
               
       
 
            
              
              
              
              
                 
                
   
 
            
            
               
O’Donnell et al. (2009) investigated the feasibility for directly generating HVDC power
using a novel generator topology as an alternative solution to large offshore wind farms.
They used variable-capacitance based on the work of Sanborn F. Philip (1977). The authors
presented a generator that uses electrostatic fields to generate HVDC output with a minimum
of power conditioning, and reported that its system power density is comparable to
conventional generator–transformer–rectifier systems.
Reznikov et al. (2010) reported the generation of the electric power by a variable area
permanently polarized capacitor used for energy harvesting from oscillations and rotation.
Their experimental results demonstrated the generation of either high voltage pulses, or low
voltage alternating current that need to rectified, regulated and stored. They based their
design for an electrostatic swing energy harvester on the linear displacement of a conductive
shield between the electrets and passive electrode. The authors provided experimental data
showing the harvester could provide a DC voltage greater than 3 V.
2.3.2 Variable gap capacitors
Mizuno et al. (2003) was the first team to propose a variable gap method in which
mechanical vibration is used to vary the gap and hence the resonating capacitance, which can
then be tuned to obtain optimum output power.
Maio et al. (2003) described the fabrication and initial testing of a micro-machined variable
capacitor for power generation. The measured capacitance of the device varies from 100 pF
to around 1pF as the mass moves from initial to final position, corresponding to a hundred-
fold increase in voltage if the device is operated in constant charge mode. The authors
presented the initial tests of the capacitor on a vibration system generating a high voltage
output of 2.3 kV when the capacitor was charged by a voltage source of 26 V. This
corresponds to an energy conversion rate of 2.4 μJ per cycle, or 24 μW at a vibration
frequency of 10Hz.
Despesse et al. (2008) presented an in-plane gap closing structure with an interesting
rectangular structure where the capacitance density can be increased by using triangles





            
               
     
 
            
            
            
             
         
 
           
            
             
            
               
 
 
            
               
             
                 
             
 
            
               
               
                
      
 
             
              
               
             
                 
the structure to vibration conditions in order to maximize capacitance variation. The
achieved output power was 16 μW per gram over a frequency band between 20-100 Hz, with
an efficiency of 60 %.
Pasquale et al. (2009) investigated the performance of micro systems based on electrostatic
coupling, and tested the power scavenged by a capacitive micro-scavenger with an out-of-
plane gap-closing layout. The authors investigated the performance of this energy harvesting
strategy by comparing it both to a configuration with an in-plane motion of electrostatic
benders and to the performance of bimorph piezoelectric transducers.
Guillemetet al. (2010) studied the vibration energy harvesting capabilities of an out-of-plane
gap-closing converter. Their goal was to maximize the output energy harvested from a
MEMS device while preventing the integrity of the conditioning circuit. The originality of
their work lies in the optimisation, taking into accounts both electrical and mechanical 
aspects and studying at the same time the consequence of the voltage limitations on the
transducer.
Cotia et al. (2012) presented the design, simulation and application of a micro-cantilever
beam as a variable capacitor. The device consists of an array of cantilever beams with
variable length, suspended over a bottom electrode. By applying a voltage between the
electrodes, the electrostatic force pulls the beams in one by one to cause an increase in the
capacitance as the gap between the cantilever beams and the target surface varies.
Guillemet et al. (2012) presented the design and testing of an electrostatic energy harvester
based on a gap-closing comb drive structure. The capacitor is made from a thick silicon
wafer, whose total capacitance varies from 40 to 290 pF. The authors’ results show a
parasitic capacitance of 30 pF. The device was tested with a charge pump circuit for 500 sec.
The harvested power was 938 nW.
Janicek et al. (2013) reported a generator design based on an electrostatic converter that uses
the principle of periodical modification of the gap between the electrodes of a capacitor.
They designed and modelled the structure as a 3D silicon-based MEMS. The authors took an
innovative approach to testing the structure under a very low resonant frequency of around





                   
 
 
     
 
              
         
               
           
                
               
               
         
 
           
           
            
          
                  
       
 
              
            
               
              
              





the chip, its ability to work in 3D mode, and the capacity to be tuned to reach the desired
parameters.
2.3.3 Variable dielectric constant capacitors
The methodology of producing electricity by changing the dielectric materials of a capacitor
using mechanical energy topology was not previously common. However, it was adopted
using flow energy topology by Boland et al. in 2005, who described a device that is a fixed-
charged, Teflon-electret capacitor with air-filled gaps and liquid droplets that travel by
vibration. As the liquid moves in and out of the gaps, a voltage is generated across the
capacitor according to the position of the droplets. The authors also studied the possibility of
using serial and parallel arrays of the device to increase power output. The power output
produced from the parallel arrays was around 10 μW.
Salem et al. (2007) presented a novel technique employing a switchable dielectric constant 
for enhancing the power delivered by electrostatic converters. Their approach provides
power 103 times greater than that provided by conventional MEMS devices. They also
considered potential technical challenges associated with viscous damping and time response
of the device. They estimated the time response of the device as varying from 100 μs to 300
μs, depending on the device size.
Talal (2008) in her PhD thesis presented an electrostatic energy conversion method utilizes a
change in the dielectric constant of the material between capacitor plates. The author
suggested that by changing the actual material between the plates, it pumps energy into a
storage device. The devices have fixed capacitance geometries such as gap and area but
modify the dielectric permittivity by allowing a set of two fluids with two different dielectric





    
 
             
         
         
     
 
          
               
           
 
 
           
          
          
              
                
 
          
            
            
            
           
             
              
   
 
            
         
   
 
 
2.4 ELECTROSTATIC HARVESTERCONVERSION MECHANISMS
In the literature, there are three main techniques used for the electrostatic conversion
mechanism: switched constant charge systems, switched constant voltage systems and
continuous electret-based systems. These three approaches are reviewed next.
2.4.1 Switched constant voltage systems
Torres et al. (2009a) reported a voltage-constrained electrostatic CMOS harvester. The
authors explained how much energy is available in such a system before and after harvesting,
and offered energy conversion schemes for increasing net energy gain during all operational 
phases.
Torres et al. (2009b) reported a prototype circuit that pre-charges, detects and synchronizes
to a variable voltage-constrained capacitor. The authors verified experimentally that it is
possible to harvest energy using the electrostatic principle. Their experimental results
showed that the system harvests 9.7 nJ/cycle by investing 1.7 nJ/cycle, for a net energy gain
of approximately 8 nJ/cycle at an average of 1.6 μW for every 200 pF variation.
Torres et al. (2010) reported a self-tuning battery-constrained electrostatic energy harvester
integrated circuit IC that adapts to changing battery voltages to produce usable power from
vibrations across the entire battery voltage operating range. Their prototype keeps the
variable capacitor voltage constant so that kinetic energy in vibrations can generate and
direct current into the battery when capacitance decreases. The reported pre-charger circuit is
unlike other inductive based circuits, which charge the variable capacitor to battery voltage
and adapt to a constantly shifting battery voltage. The proposed pre-charger circuit has a
self-tuning reference system.
Kwon et al. (2010) presented a design for low-power switched-inductor converters capable






     
 
            
         
           
             
     
 
              
          
              
            
          
               
     
 
               
          
           
             
       
 
               
              
              
             
            
  
 
             
             
            
 
2.4.2 Switched constant charge systems
Haas et al. (2004) presented a novel voltage step-up converter based on a charge-constrained
variable parallel-plate capacitor in combination with an electrostatic actuator. Electrical 
equivalent circuit and system level Simulink models were developed. Based on these models,
the authors analysed the design parameters and expected device performance to provide a
starting point for prototype implementation.
Yen et al. (2005) presented a design for a variable capacitance vibration energy harvester
that combines an asynchronous diode-based charge pump circuit with an inductive energy
flyback circuit to deliver 1.8 μW to a resistive load. The complete harvester operates under
constant charge with only one gated MOSFET for energy flyback control, which greatly
simplifies switching control and avoids time management issues. The authors explained that 
the system requires a start-up voltage of less than 89 mV, indicating that it can be initially
charged by a piezoelectric film.
Galayko et al. (2008) presented an analysis and system design for a capacitive harvester of
vibration energy composed from a mechanical resonator, capacitive transducer and a
conditioning circuit based on the buck DC-DC converter architecture with auto-adaptation to
external vibration changes. The authors explained in detail the charge pump operation and
presented a QV diagram of the operation.
Dudka et al. (2009) designed and modelled a calibration block for a harvester based on a
charge pump concept which adapts the operating parameter of the conditioning circuit to the
external vibrations. They improved on the basic architecture by adding a second output to the
existing flyback circuit DC-DC convertor. This allows low DC voltage to be generated for
the load without using an additional DC-DC convertor, which would require an additional 
inductor.
Arrafat et al. (2009) proposed a design for a piezoelectric voltage generator integrated with
electrostatic structure to provide the necessary voltage. In this way, the system is self-







            
               
             
              
               
              
      
 
           
             
           
              
            
           
           
 
     
 
             
           
            
              
          
 
           
           
             
             
               
   
 
Florentino et al. (2010) reported a variable capacitor and switch circuit architecture for the
buck converter. The buck converter is used to step down the voltage harvested when the
charge applied across the capacitor is constant. The authors investigated the performance of
the switch circuit in relation to the amount of energy loss, suggesting that the main reason for
losses is the size of the transistor. They developed their circuit in the Cadence software using
high voltage components that can support voltages up to 50 V. The presented circuit loses
less than 4% of transferred energy.
Kempitiya et al. (2011) presented an electrostatic generator with asynchronous control and
charge flyback mechanism to optimise the useful energy generated by the harvester. The
authors’ theoretical and experimental investigations showed that there is an optimum value
for the storage capacitor and the cycle number for maximum scavenging of ambient energy.
The analysis also indicated that the most energy can be harvested when mechanical and
electrical events are synchronised. Their theoretical results were confirmed by measurements
on an electrostatic converter prototype with an asynchronous energy harvesting circuit.
2.4.3 Continuous electret based systems
Sterken et al. (2003) proposed a device with a vibration sensitive variable capacitor polarized
by an electret as new approach to mechanical energy harvesting using an electrostatic
converter. The vibration causes changes in the capacitance resulting in harvesting current to
a load circuit. The authors proposed a prototype design based on an MPW-service. The
prototype was able to generate power of 50 pW.
Naruse et al. (2008) developed an electrostatic micro power generator with vibration
structure and new electret electrode for low frequency energy harvesting applications. The
authors suggested that it has the advantage of being usable for high power structures because
of both the controlled gap between electrodes and the low frequency vibrations. The






          
            
              
              
          
 
          
            
           
             
       
 
            
            
            
             
                 
              
      
 
             
           
           
              
                   
           
         
 
           
               
           
            
            
           
Edamoto et al. (2009) developed a vibration-based electret generator for energy harvesting
applications. The spring material used was Parylene for low frequency vibrations. The
adopted structure was a gap change for capacitance variation. At frequencies as low as 21
Hz, a large in-plane amplitude of 0.5 mm was achieved. The authors demonstrated LED
operation from the generator using a low-power-consumption impedance conversion circuit.
Miki et al. (2009) developed an electret power generator driven by electromechanical
vibration. The experimental data were directly compared with the model characteristics. The
authors found that the circuit parameters should be optimized depending on the oscillation
conditions. They also found that the electrostatic damping force acting on the seismic mass
depends on the power management and rectification circuits.
Bu et al. (2010) reported an electrostatic energy harvester with an inter-digitised capacitive
structure biased by electrets. The work proposed a novel collision-based energy conversion
method. Based on their theoretical results, they proposed a method that generates high
coupling efficiency at low vibration frequency. The authors found that the device is capable
of harvesting output power of 0.58 µW and an available power density of 41.67 µW/mm3 at
2 Hz collision input. The authors suggested that the collision method could be used to
harvest vibration energy at random and low frequencies.
Suzuki et al. (2010) presented the concept, design, simulation, fabrication and evaluation of a
novel micro generator based on electrostatic induction. The authors developed an
asymmetric electret gammadion spring electrode for wide band vibration with three vibration
modes. For mode 1, the maximum power output generated was 7.48nW at 110 Hz; for mode
2, it was 2.19 nW at 165 Hz; and for mode 3 it was 1.72 nW at 243 Hz. They suggested that 
their method solves the problem associated with narrow operation frequency bandwidth,
which strictly limits power output under normal wideband vibrations.
Altena et al. (2013) presented many improvements for an electret based electrostatic
harvester. The device was initially able to generate a power output of 175 µW but after
improvement with a higher resonance frequency and higher electret potential, it was capable
of generating 497µW AC power, which is the highest reported power for electret based
harvesters. The authors suggested two improvements to the design: first, improvements to





      
 
            
               
 
            
             
          
            
           
             
              
       
 
           
              
             
          
           
        
 
           
       
            
           
           
          
 
             
           
           
           
              
               
2.5 COMPARATIVE STUDIES OF CONVERSION MECHANISMS
A number of comparative studies of the switched constant charge and constant voltage
systems have been reported in the literature. A summary of these studies are presented next.
Menninger (Menninger 1999) and a group of researchers at MIT working on electrostatic
generators were the first group to present an electrostatic micro generator work in the
literature. They described and compared in detail the constant charge and constant voltage
approaches. By using QV cycle plots, they reported that constant voltage operation is better
than constant charge operation for maximising power generation. The authors were capable
of achieving constant voltage operation by attaching a large fixed capacitor in parallel with
the variable capacitor. They noted that the larger the parallel capacitor the more power is
generated, although more initial energy loss occurs.
Further information on constant charge and constant voltage is given in Miranda's Ph.D.
thesis (Miranda 2004). The author presented a simulation of a variable capacitor and power
electronics in Matlab, using the parameters of an off-the shelf MOSFET. The author
concluded that power electronics for constant charge are easier to implement than constant
voltage. However, constant voltage systems generate low level voltages within the
breakdown limits of standard IC process technologies.
Mitcheson et al. (2004) compared three main types of electrostatic micro generator
conversion mechanisms: constant voltage, constant charge switched and electret based
continuous. The authors considered that the switched types can be controlled easily to
perform maximal power point tracking. However, this increases the complexity of the
associated circuitry required to control the switching devices. The authors also suggested
that, for large electrostatic forces, constant charge designs are preferable.
In 2004 Mitcheson and his team studied the power processing requirements of electrostatic
harvesters, specifically for the constant charge approach. The authors highlighted issues with
this approach, explaining that the harvester works with small amounts of charge at high
voltage. The authors described how, when the generator experiences acceleration, the
capacitance of the variable capacitor decreases and the voltage rises. In typical operation, the





               
               
 
               
            
         
             
        
            
          
           
  
 
      
 
           
             
                
            
           
             
            
          
 
           
        
            
          
          
            
               
     
 
voltage must be stepped down to lower voltages to be suitable for powering low power loads.
The suggested solution for this problem was the use of a fly-back step-down converter.
Beeby et al. (2008) reviewed the use of kinetic energy harvesting as a potential power supply
for wireless applications. The authors studied three types of electrostatic harvesters: in-plane
overlap converters; in-plane gap closing converters; out-of-plane gap closing converters. The
authors suggested that all the three types can be operated in both charge-constrained and
voltage-constrained cycles. They argued that the voltage-constrained approach generates
more energy than the charge-constrained approach. However, by using a parallel capacitor in
charge-constrained systems, energy levels can reach those of voltage-constrained systems
because parallel capacitors effectively constrain the voltage across the energy harvesting
variable capacitor.
2.6 COMPARATIVE STUDIES OF CAPACITOR STRUCTURES
Roundy et al. (2002) presented a useful comparison between in-plane overlap and gap-
closing converters. The authors suggested that the number of fingers for the in-plane gap
closing converter is a function of the maximum deflection of the flexures; this is due to the
fact that the fingers must be spaced far enough apart to accommodate the displacement.
Therefore, lower maximum and minimum capacitances result from higher spring deflections.
However, this is not the case with in-plane overlap converters, where more power is
harvested when larger spring deflections are applied. The authors claim that in-plane overlap
designs are more sensitive to parasitic capacitance than gap-closing converters.
Lim et al. (2008) compared detailed models of three different design concepts: in-plane
overlap converter; in-plane gap-closing converter; out-of-plane gap-closing converter. The
authors evaluated and compared the three design concepts based on simulations and practical 
considerations. The simulations results indicated that the highest power density is available
from in-plane gap-closing converters, followed by out-of-plane gap-closing converters and
finally in-plane overlap converters. The authors suggested that, to improve the power
capabilities of the in-plane overlap, the surface area of the capacitor plates needs to be




            
             
             
          
            
          
 
             
               
 


























    
   
     












    
 





      
       
 
     
   


















    
     
  
      
 
     





   
  
 
   
 
     
     
  
 
      
    
 
  
     
Av 2.4
250 µW
Boisseau and group of researchers (2012) reported on the assessments, limits and
perspectives of various types of electrostatic energy harvester. One of the main limitations
was capacitor gap control. This is an important factor that affects output power as it is
greatly linked to capacitance variations that must be maximized. Therefore, the authors
suggested that the air gap must be controlled precisely and minimized to achieve high
capacitances. Moreover, it is also important to prevent from electrical breakdown problems.
Eight main types of variable capacitors used for energy harvesting from previous studies
were compared in this thesis. A summary of the results is given in Table 2.1.

















 Needs power processing
 Resonance- based
 Fringing field has negative





harvester 10 - 2 pF
=
 High output power of 250
µW wnen V= 50V, R=10
MΩ
 Needs power processing -
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40 – 9 pF 100 µW
 Capacitance increases with
the increase in the number
of poles
 Can be used for HVDC
systems
 3 D finite-element analysis





closing - 16 µW
 The gap between fingers
must be higher than the
relative displacement
amplitude
 The system needs an initial
energy source to be
polarized






















     
  
     
    
   
   
 
      
     
    
 
 















    
    
  
    
   


















    
  

















    
   
     
     
      
    
   
 
     

















     
     
   
     
 
    
   













 Needs power processing and
rectification
 Power output depends on




 Power is generated when 20
Hz oscillation with 4 MW







16.82 pF 60 nW
 Needs power processer,
sensing transistor and diode
bridge
 Generator uses (CMOS)









 Uses angular vertical comb-
drive actuators










 Used with oscillating,
polarized charge pump
 Homo-polar electret is used
which contains real charges of
only one sign and charge of
opposite sign which is
induced in available
electrodes
 Provides DC current output








 Etched by DRIE (Bosh
process) in a 380 μm-thick
doped silicon wafer
 Uses inductive flyback power
circuit
 Minimum value of
capacitance is strongly






   
 
            
               
            
            
             
            
             
             
 
 
             
             
             
             
            
               
           
 
            
             
           
          
          
          
            
            
             
          
                
          
           
      
2.7 SUMMARY
Electrostatic harvesters are compact converters with a simple structure. The energy density
of these devices can be easily modified by changing the structure of the capacitor. This
represents a potential solution to developing the market of energy harvesting powered
applications by making it possible to develop low-cost energy harvesting devices. The design
of an electrostatic energy converter depends mainly upon the structure of the variable
capacitor and the conversion mechanism approach. Research studies have presented a wide
range of possible structures and approaches that can be adopted. However, the proposed
structures and approaches presented in the literature so far have both advantages and
drawbacks.
The choice of capacitor structure depends on the type of mechanical energy applied:
rotational motion or vibration. Both types can be extracted from kinetic wind energy.
Variable area capacitor appears to be more suitable for harvesting rotational energy from
wind. Area of the capacitor plates can be modified easily by the rotational mechanical 
energy. While a variable gap capacitor works mostly with vibrations. Moreover, variable
area structures can be easily fabricated to electret free – air capacitors. It is relatively easy to
increase capacitance by increasing the surface area of the capacitor plates.
The choice of conversion mechanism depends on the variable capacitor structure. As
highlighted in the literature, the conversion mechanism can use either continuous or switched
systems. The continuous approach is an electret-based approach that requires a polarisation
source and special fabrication processes. While the switched constant voltage and constant 
charge approaches are easier to implement, they require switching control circuitry.
Comparing the constant voltage and constant charge approaches, it is noticeable that the
former offers more energy. Therefore, it is more appropriate for electrostatic energy
harvesting provided that it generates low voltages within the breakdown limits of standard IC
process technologies. On the other hand, the constant charge approach fits few types of
electrostatic harvesters, especially for large electrostatic forces. The electrostatic force
depends on the dimensions of the capacitor, the proof mass and the operating condition. It is
more difficult to achieve high electrostatic forces using constant voltage structures than
constant charge structures. For this reason, constant charge is more suitable when large











               
            
              
            
            
                
                
            
             
           
         
 
    
 
            
              
            
          
             
           
          
      
 
              
                
 
CHAPTER 3
DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS FOR ELECTROSTATIC HARVESTERS 
3.1 INTRODUCTION
As discussed in Chapter 2, the design of an electrostatic converter depends mainly on the
variable capacitor structure and the conversion mechanism. However, when looking at the
overall energy harvesting system, there are many other design factors than need to be taken
into consideration. While trying to understand how an electrostatic energy harvesting system
works, we found various factors that affect the harvester design and the amount of power
generated. The main aim of this chapter is to review all the possible factors that affect the
design of the harvester in order to provide a design process. The focus is therefore on
examining the design considerations that lead to the decisions for choosing the appropriate
electrostatic harvester for various low power applications. This entails a review of the
literature concerning design considerations and design procedures. This review produces a
list of questions, which form the basis for this chapter.
3.2 DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS
Due to the variety of methodologies and approaches in designing electrostatic energy
harvesters, a review and a comparative study was essential to identify the general design
considerations for harvesters in terms of the source of mechanical energy, capacitor
construction, electrical properties, energy transfer strategies and power processing needs.
From all the topologies, methods and structures of electrostatic harvesters studied in this
research, the following factors are the most significant for harvester design: type of
mechanical energy, variable capacitor structure, variable capacitor material, energy transfer
strategy and type of storage device.
The following sections summarise the key findings of the review regarding these factors. The





    
 
             
             
            
              
            
             
   
 
           
              
             
            
             
               
           
               
        
 
         
 
 
   
  
 
     
   
    
 
             
           
               
           
      
3.2.1 Types of mechanical energy
Mechanical energy is generally the most adaptable and available energy source. Its high
power density makes it the most suitable source for electrostatic energy harvesting (Miao et
al. 2003). However, in mechanical energy harvesting, the amount of power harvested mainly
depends on the specifics of the environment from which the kinetic energy is captured, the
portion of the ambient energy surrounding the harvesting device, the type of mechanical 
energy, whether rotational motion or vibration, and the efficiency of the harvesting process
(Halvorsen et al. 2007).
Most research on testing electrostatic energy harvesters utilises vibration as the energy
source (Boisseau et al. 2013), while few studies have been conducted on testing electrostatic
harvesters with rotational motion (O’Donnell et al. 2009). The type of mechanical energy is a
critical factor that affects the design of the variable capacitor and the amount of harvested
power, which highly depends on the frequency of the rotational motion or vibrations
(number of revolutions per minute or number of cycles per second). Table 3.1 shows the
output power obtainable from environmental kinetic energy sources using existing harvesting
devices. It can be seen that the industrial environmental sources seem to have more energy to
spare while human energy is very limited.





(eg. heart beat, respiration etc)
4 µW /cm2 
Industrial 100 µW /cm2 
T. Sterken et al. (2007) reported that the selection of the mechanical energy type for
harvesting strongly depends on the application, which might be a very small, lightweight 
sensor, a wearable or a portable device. The authors gave a short overview of some examples
of the mechanical energy produced by machines at different frequencies and amplitudes or





             
            
       
 
          
 
 
              
            
                
            
             
         
            
               
            
 
    
 
            
             
           
           
               
 
From Table 3.2, it can be observed that the machine motion (rotation or linear) produces
more power than machine vibration. Thus, vibrations are used mostly with MEMS
generators that harvest low power at low frequencies (Vullers 2009).
Table 3.2: Mechanical energy sources in industrial environments (Sterken et al. 2007)
This item has been removed due to 3rd Party Copyright. The unabridged version of the 
thesis can be viewed in the Lanchester Library Coventry University.
In order to obtain mechanical energy (rotational motion or vibration) from kinetic energy, a
capturing device is required. This forms a significant part of an electrostatic harvester system
as it is the first part of the system that must be capable of converting kinetic energy into
mechanical energy with high efficiency. For electrostatic harvesters, a number of capturing
devices are available based on variable capacitor models. These include wind turbines, wind
vibros (Michler 2011), cantilever beams (Taha 2009), mechanical vibration machines
(Mitcheson 2005), a mass on a spring (Torres 2005), and any device that convert rotational 
motion into linear motion or vice versa. At times, even the variable capacitor itself can be
considered as a capturing device depending on its structure (Kiziroglou et al. 2009).
3.2.2 Variable capacitor structures
The capacitance variation of the variable capacitor is one of the most significant factors
affecting the amount of energy that an electrostatic harvester can collect. In general, there are
three important parameters in establishing the capacitance variation of a variable capacitor:
plate area, plate separation and dielectric constant. Several capacitor structures have been





           
               
           
 
                                             
 
         
                           
   
 
              
            
             
             
              
        
 
              
           
            
              
                
            
Roundy et al. (2004) classified three main types of electrostatic devices that can harvest 
energy from vibrations by modifying either the area of the capacitor plates or the gap
between them. Schematics of these devices are shown in Figure 3.1.
This item has been removed due to 3rd Party 
Copyright. The unabridged version of the thesis 
can be viewed in the Lanchester Library Coventry 
University.
(a) (b)
This item has been removed due to 3rd Party 
Copyright. The unabridged version of the thesis 
can be viewed in the Lanchester Library 
Coventry University.
(c)
Figure 3.1: Vibration-based electrostatic harvesting devices (a) In-plane overlap converter
(b) In-plane gap-closing converter and (c) Out-of-plane gap-closing converter
(Roundy et al. 2004)
The light areas represent the movable elements and dark areas the fixed elements. Lim et al.
(2008) observed that the in-plane gap-closing mechanism can produce more energy per unit
volume than the other two types. Additionally, the best energy output for the in-plane gap-
closing converter is approximately 1.8 times greater than the energy produced by the out-of-
plane gap-closing converter for load volumes between 5 mm3 and 50 mm3. These converters
mostly harvest energy from vibration not from rotational motion.
Other types of capacitor structures were compared previously in Chapter 2, Table 2.1, in
terms of construction, fabrication method, practical maximum power and power processing
needs. The conclusion was that a varying capacitance machine reported by (O’Donnell et al.
2009), which is a multi-pole capacitor, can produce more power than other structures. This
device can be used to harvest energy from rotational motion and can be easily modified to





    
 
        
           
             
              
              
            
             
    
 
      
 
 
              
            
          
            
           
          
               
               
               
            
               
          
        
           
  
3.2.3 Variable capacitor materials
Most variable capacitors used for electrostatic energy harvesting consist of parallel 
conductive plates separated by air. Experiments have shown that capacitance increases when
the space between the conductive plates is filled with dielectrics (Boylestad & Nashelsky
2011). Table 3.3 shows various dielectric materials, all of which have a dielectric constant
greater than 1 and a characteristic dielectric strength that is the maximum value of the
electric field that can be established before breakdown occurs. Although air has the lowest 
dielectric constant, it is still the most convenient dielectric material to be used, especially
when harvesting mechanical energy.
Table 3.3: Dielectric materials (Floyd 2007)
This item has been removed due to 3rd Party Copyright. The unabridged version of the 
thesis can be viewed in the Lanchester Library Coventry University.
The capacitor’s conductive plates are made of various types of material and composites, such
as aluminium, sliver, brass, tantalum or carbon nanotube (Floyd 2007). Comparing these
materials in terms of conductivity, thermal conductivity, cost of material and equivalent 
series resistance (Zhang et al. 2009), it is observed that tantalum capacitors have a low
equivalent series resistor but are expensive, harmful to the environment and unable to handle
high charging voltages (radio-electronics.com 2012). Silver capacitors are more expensive
but have many advantages, such as high precision, reliability and stability, and can operate at
different frequency ranges (Floyd 2007). Brass capacitors have a low melt point, are easy to
cast and can be recycled (Zhang et al. 2009). The nanotube capacitors reported by a group of
researchers at MIT are constructed from an aluminium capacitor covered by millions of
carbon nanotube. This capacitor has a long life and it can store energy for long time.
However, it is very expensive and not yet developed for public use
(Carbonanotubebattery.com, 2009). Aluminium capacitors are inexpensive and highly






    
 
              
          
            
           
              
           
              
            
              
             
               
           
 
               
              
           
                 
               
             
          
           
             
          
              
    
 
             
          
              
                
  
3.2.4 Energy transfer strategies
When considering energy transfer strategies, there are two modes of operation reported in the
literature: voltage-constrained mode and charge-constrained mode (Mitcheson et al. 2008).
In a voltage-constrained mode, switched-inductive circuits are used to transfer energy (Kwon
2010). The switched-inductor circuits dissipate little power because the energy transfer
inductor and the switches used in the circuit conduct with close to zero volts across them.
Moreover, this circuit delivers exactly the initial energy investment required by the capacitor,
which saves a lot of energy (Torres et al. 2009a). In charge-constrained mode, one highly
efficient energy transfer strategy reported in the literature (Kempitiya 2011) is the charge
pump with flyback circuit. In its forward path, the charge pump converts mechanical energy
into electrical energy that is then transferred to a temporary storage device. At regular
intervals, the flyback circuit sends the harvested energy back to a reservoir to power both the
load attached and the charge pump circuit itself (Dudka et al. 2009).
In some cases, a power processing circuit is required to improve the quality of the power
delivered to a load or a storage device (Mitcheson 2006). For example, in a charge-
constrained system, the fundamental difficulty in processing the output power is that it works
with a small charge at high voltage. The voltage generated can be of the order of a few
hundred volts, which must be converted to a lower voltage to be suitable for powering low
power loads. Many power processing circuits for harvesters have been reported in the
literature, such as buck converter, buck boost converter, linear voltage regulators, classical 
switching techniques and switched-capacitor regulators. These circuits are used to process
and maintain the DC voltage at appropriate level. The selection of a suitable power
processing circuit for the electrostatic harvester depends on the frequency, output voltage,
current, resonance behaviour of the harvester, size of the harvester and the motion which
drives the capacitor (D’hulst n.d.).
Table 3.4 summarises the advantages and disadvantages of three main types of conditioning
circuits: linear voltage regulators, the classical switching regulators and switched-capacitor
regulators. It shows that a switched capacitor regulator may provide a better solution to the







         
   
 
 
Table 3.4: Advantages and disadvantages of power conditioning circuits
(D’hulst n.d.)
This item has been removed due to 3rd Party Copyright. The unabridged version of the thesis can be 





      
 
            
              
             
         
   
 
          
           
               
            
            
           
              
                
         
 
             
            
             
               
                
          
             
         
         
 
            
             
            
              
          
3.2.5 Types of storage devices
Storage devices are of great importance in many harvesting systems because they enable
harvested energy to be saved inside them before delivery to electrical systems, whenever and
wherever energy is needed (Miranda 2004). Many battery technologies are available, such as
nickel cadmium (NiCd), nickel-metal hydride (NiMH), lithium-ion (Li-ion), polymer Li-ion
and thin film.
For electrostatic energy harvesters operating under constrained voltage systems, the most 
appropriate storage device is the lithium-ion (Li-ion) battery. Li-ion batteries require
protection circuits to keep voltage and current within safe limits, and are subject to aging and
expensive to manufacture (Torres et al .2006). However, these batteries also have many
advantages, such as high energy density, lower weight than other types of rechargeable
batteries, ability to handle many charge/discharge cycles, relatively low self-discharge rates
and low maintenance needs (Kompis & Aliwell 2008). Another option is the thin film
battery, which has a solid core so is less exposed to overheating. It can also be recharged
thousand times before needing replacement (Kompis & Aliwell 2008).
In charge-constrained systems, the storage device used is a super capacitor that acts like
reservoir to store energy (Kompis & Aliwell 2008). Super capacitors are electrostatic
devices. Unlike batteries, they can be fully discharged for maintenance. The behaviour of
these devices is more predictable and they are more tolerant of faults and damage. In the
past, they have been little used because they are expensive, hold only a little electricity per
unit volume and rapidly self-discharge. However, super capacitors have recently been
improving much faster than lithium-ion batteries and their marketing is now more creative,
so many applications not involving batteries now use super-capacitors, especially
applications that depend on energy harvesting (Vullers et al. 2009).
The main characteristics of Li-ion batteries and super capacitors based on measurements
carried out using the best available storage devices are presented in Table 3.5. It shows that 
Li-ion batteries and super-capacitors differ significantly in their main parameters. Both types
can be used for the electrostatic harvester. Therefore, the choice between the two storage





            
 
 
    
 
            
              
               
 
 
             
            
                
               
               
              
             
               
               
         
Table 3.5: Characteristics of Li- ion batteries and super capacitors (Vullers et al. 2009)
This item has been removed due to 3rd Party Copyright. The unabridged version of the 
thesis can be viewed in the Lanchester Library Coventry University.
3.3 DESIGN PROCEDURE
Designers propose a design procedure based on the relevant design factors. The proposed
design process is a plan that helps the designers builds an electrostatic harvester. The process
involves many steps, some of which need to be repeated in order to optimise the final 
product.
For an electrostatic harvester, the design process includes many steps: identifying the type of
mechanical energy, identifying the capacitor geometrical factor to be modified, which is
either the area of the capacitor plates or the gap between them, selecting a suitable capacitor
structure, and choosing the type of material for the capacitor plates. Later, a suitable energy
transfer circuit, power processing circuits and a storage device need to be selected. Finally, a
feasibility check is required to determine if the harvester design can proceed to a final 
fabrication and testing phase. This depends both on whether the harvester can produce
sufficient power and whether its production stays within the cost limits. If the design passes
the feasibility check, a final harvester design is produced for testing and fabrication. A flow











   
 
           
            
             
           
    
 
               
            
           
             
                
      
 
             
            
             
         
             
           
  
 
                  
                 
              
               
    
 
            
           
              
            
 
3.4 SUMMARY
This chapter considered the design considerations and design procedures for various
electrostatic energy harvesting devices. From the review of previous research, the following
factors appeared to be the most important for the design of the harvester: type of mechanical 
energy, variable capacitor structure, variable capacitor material, energy transfer strategy and
type of storage device.
Since the amount of harvested power depends on the type of mechanical energy, two types of
mechanical energy were studied: rotational motion and vibration. It was observed that the
mechanical motion provides more energy than vibrations. However, vibrations are preferable
for low-power and low-frequency applications. Since this research is focused on wind energy
harvesting, a micro wind turbine would be a suitable choice as a capturing device because it
could extract rotational motion from the wind.
The chapter compared a number of capacitor structures to find the most appropriate structure
for wind energy harvesting. This revealed that the varying capacitance machine reported for
high voltage DC power generation could be used for energy harvesting. The capacitor
structure used is a variable area, multi-pole capacitor that converts mechanical rotational 
motion into electrical energy. Although this capacitor was originally proposed for high
power generation, a similar construction could be adopted for electrostatic-based wind
energy harvesting.
With regard to the type of material to be used for wind energy harvesting in the air variable
capacitor, the first option is to use silver for the capacitor plates as it is precise, stable and
reliable, and can operate at different frequency ranges. The second option is to use
aluminium as it is cheaper than silver, highly conductive and can be easily formed into
various plate shapes.
The chapter also discussed energy transfer strategies for both constant voltage and constant
charge systems. The inductive energy transfer circuit dissipates little power and delivers
exactly the initial energy investment required by the capacitor, which saves a lot of energy,





             
            
          
 
           
              
 
         
 
    
      
      
   
      
        
 
   
     
  
   
     
   
  
      









The chapter focused on the two most efficient devices for storing energy: lithium ion
batteries and super capacitors. Choosing between them for electrostatic harvester in a
constant voltage system depends on the requirements of the application.
Table 3.6 summarises the design specifications for the electrostatic-based wind energy
harvester according to the design factors discussed so far and the proposed design procedure.
Table 3.6: Design specifications for electrostatic-based wind energy harvester
Design factors Harvester specifications
Type of mechanical energy Rotational motion
Energy capturing device Micro wind turbine
Variable capacitor structure
Variable area/ Multi- pole capacitor ( size
and volume to match the micro wind
turbine)
Variable capacitor material
Air variable capacitor with Aluminum
conductive plates
Energy transfer strategy
Constant voltage system using inductive
energy transfer circuit
Storage device
Lithium ion battery or super capacitor












           
             
               
           
             
            
            
               
 
 
             
             
         
           
  
 
      
 
            
              
          
            




ELECTROSTATIC WIND ENERGY HARVESTING PRINCIPLES 
4.1 INTRODUCTION
As discussed in the previous chapter, many factors affect electrostatic energy harvester
design and certain design procedures need to be followed. The design procedure described
previously helped in setting the guidelines for the harvester’s design. The design depends on
type of capturing device, mechanical energy, variable capacitor structure, capacitor material,
energy transfer strategy and storage device. The wind harvester captures and converts wind
energy into mechanical rotational energy, which then moves the capacitor plates, thereby
changing their effective area. This change makes the device’s capacitance switch from
maximum to minimum. Therefore, either the charge or the voltage changes while the other is
kept constant.
In this chapter, the basic principles of electrostatic wind energy harvesting are introduced
including: wind energy, historical background of wind turbines, types of wind turbine, power
in wind, electrostatic converters, variable capacitors, constant charge systems, constant
voltage systems, types of energy transfer circuits, capacitance sensing systems and
controlling mechanisms.
4.2 ELECTROSTATIC BASED WIND ENERGY HARVESTERS
The electrostatic based wind energy harvester is a unique system that combines the concept 
of wind and electrostatic effects. It consists of two main blocks. First, a wind turbine
converts wind energy into rotational mechanical motion. Second, an electrostatic converter
converts the mechanical energy into electrical energy. Figure 4.1 illustrates the basic block








          
 
     
 
            
               
            
             
               
           
 
    
 
             
               
                 
              
                 
              
              
 
            
             
               
              
                
        
Figure 4.1: Basic block diagram of electrostatic based wind energy harvester
4.3 WIND ENERGY HARVESTING
Wind energy is one of the most cost effective renewable energy sources, creating no
pollution or waste. In general, wind energy harvesting systems are one of the least expensive
renewable energy sources and are becoming more affordable as the technology develops
(Manuell 2009). However, to make wind a constructive electrical energy source, a suitable
design of wind capturing device should be selected from the wide range of wind capturing
devices are available that can efficiently capture energy from the wind.
4.3.1 The Wind
Wind is air movement across the earth’s surface between high and low pressure areas,
caused by the sun’s rays heating the atmosphere randomly. This is affected by many factors,
such as large bodies of water, open and covered areas with vegetation, the sun rays’ angle of
incidence. Heat energy absorbed from the sun is transferred directly to the air above the
surface. As cool air has a higher density than hot air, hot air rises above it to form the high
and low pressure areas. The rotational movement of the earth also helps in creating air
turbulence. All these effects cause the varying winds across the earth surface (Grogg 2005).
Information about landscape and wind speed is very important when deciding where to
install wind capturing devices such as wind turbines. For large scale wind harvesting, the
minimum average wind speed should be about 5-6 m/sec. Wind speed is also a significant
factor when selecting the type and size of wind turbine. Therefore, before installing wind
harvesters, it is essential to determine wind speed as the number of hours per year that the






                
             
            




         
 
     
 
                 
          
           
                
               
             
           
              
             
      
These data help to decide whether there is enough wind for a wind turbine to be cost-
effective. A typical wind speed distribution curve, which is usually a smooth distribution, is
shown in Figure 4.2.To produce electricity most efficiently, it is recommended to find the
right combination of size, shape and materials, and the right location to install wind turbines
(Grogg 2005).
This item has been removed due to 3rd Party Copyright. The unabridged 
version of the thesis can be viewed in the Lanchester Library Coventry 
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Figure 4.2: Typical wind speed distribution curve (Grogg 2005)
4.3.2 Historical development of wind turbines
The utilization of wind energy has a very long history, dating back to over 3,000 years ago
(Manuell 2009). Modern developments in wind energy harvesting technologies have
happened very fast in many dimensions. The world’s first electricity generation wind turbine
was built in 1819 to electrolyse water to produce hydrogen for gas lights. By the 1930s and
1940s, hundreds of thousands of small capacity wind turbine systems were in use in remote
areas not served by electricity grids. The oil shocks of the1970s, which increased awareness
of energy problems, were joined by financial and regulatory encouragement for alternative
energy sources. Within a decade or so, dozens of manufacturers installed thousands of new
wind turbines (Manuell 2009). As shown in Figure 4.3, cumulative global wind power
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Figure 4.3: Global wind power cumulative capacities (Hodge 2012)
4.3.3 Types of wind turbines
Wind turbines are classified in terms of the axis around which the blades rotate, with vertical 
axis and horizontal axis turbines being the two basic types of wind turbine configurations: 
the more common horizontal axis (HAWT) with the gearbox mounted on top of a tower, and
the vertical axis (VAWT) with the gearbox at ground level. Figure 4.4 presents examples of
the two types (Manuell 2009). .
This item has been removed due to 3rd 
Party Copyright. The unabridged version 
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The main advantage of HAWT is that they have high efficiency, access to high wind speed
due to the tall towers and the blade pitch of these turbines can be controlled remotely while
the main advantages of VAWT is that they do not require yaw control to keep them facing
into the wind. Moreover, the heaviest mechanical components, such as the generator and
gearing system, can be located down on the ground, where they can be maintained easily. As
the blades spin around in pure tension, they can be relatively light-weight and inexpensive.
On the other hand, there are several disadvantages of VAWT compared to HAWT. The main
disadvantage is that the blades are close to the ground where wind speeds are low. In
addition, wind close to ground has more turbulence, which increases stress on the wind
turbine. Finally, at high wind speeds, they cannot be made to spill the wind as easily as the
controlled blades of HAWT (Masters 2004).
Another important factor for wind turbines is the number of the blades. Wind turbines with
many blades operate at much lower rotational speeds than those with fewer blades. This
matters because, when rotation speed increases, turbulence caused by the blades increases
too, which reduces the overall efficiency of the turbine. Most European turbines have three
rotors while American turbines have just two, as shown in Figure 4.5. Three-blade wind
turbines operate more smoothly and quietly. However, the third blade increases weight and
cost (Masters 2004).
This item has been removed due to 3rd 
Party Copyright. The unabridged version of 
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4.3.4 Micro wind turbine
On a small scale, micro wind turbines can be used for successful harvesting of electrical 
energy from wind energy, which can solve various challenges and develop new applications.
In regions of low wind speed and in crowded areas, micro wind turbines are more suitable.
These turbines have received attention in recent years and a great deal of research has been
conducted to reduce their cost while increasing the generated output power (Leung 2010).
Researchers at Hong Kong University and Lucien Gambarota of Motorwave Ltd have
developed a micro wind turbine technology small enough for private use in both rural and
urban environments, as shown in Figure 4.6. Unlike large-scale wind turbines, micro wind
turbines are light, compact and capable of generating power from wind speeds as low as 2
m/sec. In addition, they can be sited anywhere, and are cheap: a set of eight turbines costs
only around $150. Tests showed that turbines covering a surface area of one square meter in
a wind speed of 5 m/sec could generate 131 kWh/yr (Hku.hk 2007).
This item has been removed due to 3rd Party Copyright. The 
unabridged version of the thesis can be viewed in the 
Lanchester Library Coventry University.
Figure 4.6: Micro wind turbines (Hku.hk 2007)
Leung et al. (2010) studied the performance of the micro wind turbine shown in Figure 4.7,
which was specially designed for metropolitan areas where wind speeds are usually low.
This turbine does not have to be connected to the grid; it can be linked directly to a small 
generator instead. The advantages of this micro wind turbine are that it is a cost effective
device, can be propelled by a wind speed as low as 2 m/sec, has a fan-type blade





              
             
     
 
 
         
 
              
             
                   
             
             
      
 
     
 
            
                    
      
 
                                                                  
 
                   
    
 
blades to capture more efficient torque in different wind conditions, and designed in such a
way that multiple turbines can be connected together to aggregate the power to meet any
requirements in a flexible manner.
This item has been removed due to 
3rd Party Copyright. The unabridged 
version of the thesis can be viewed in 
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Figure 4.7: Cost-effective wind turbine proposed by (Leung et al. 2010)
The micro turbine studied in (Leung et al. 2010) is the most suitable choice for electrostatic
based wind energy harvesting systems because it is capable of generating mechanical power
from low wind speeds, is small and light, can be stopped by a touch of the hand, does not
represent any physical danger, has relatively low primary cost, and is appropriate for low
power applications. Finally, an array of these small turbines can be connected together to
increase the power output to meet any requirements.
4.3.5 Power from wind
Wind turbines work by first converting the kinetic energy in wind into rotational mechanical 
energy in the turbine. If a packet of air with a mass of m moves at a speed of vwind, its kinetic










                                                                
 
                      
               
 
                                                             
 
               
   
                                                          
 
                
              
             
 
 
         
 
             
              
m = ρAv ∆t (4.2)
where ρ is the air density, A is the area visible to the wind, and ∆t is the period of time over
which the calculation is performed. From (4.1) and (4.2), the wind kinetic energy is given
by:
E = ρAv ∆t (4.3)
Knowing energy is a product of power and time, mechanical power from wind can be written
as (Masters 2004):
 P  = ρAv (4.4) 
From equation 4.4, it can be seen that wind power is proportional to the cube of the wind
speed. A power duration curve is typically used to analyse wind turbine efficiencies, which
plots wind speed against power from the wind, as shown in Figure 4.8.
This item has been removed due to 3rd Party Copyright. The unabridged version of 
the thesis can be viewed in the Lanchester Library Coventry University.
Figure 4.8: Wind power distribution curve (Manuell et al. 2009)
More analyses are required to explore the maximum possible conversion efficiency of wind





             
      
 
              
                
                 
                 
                 
               
 
              
                  
               
               
              
           
 
 
      
 
               
               
               
                   
                
 
                                                     
based on simple physics principles, fluid dynamics and algebra to estimate the maximum
power harvested by a wind turbine.
To calculate maximum power, let us consider a stream tube, which is an envelope drawn
around the air mass passing through the wind turbine, as shown in Figure 4.9. The wind
approaches the turbine with an initial velocity of v1before slowing down to v2 by the time it
reaches the rotor. Because the rotor captures part of the energy, the air behind the rotor has
less energy so its velocity is further reduced to v3, keeping in mind that the mass of air
leaving behind the rotors is the same as that moving toward the rotors (Masters 2004).
The wind turbine cannot extract all the energy from the wind because, if it did the air behind
the rotor would have to be very slow or even still. This would mean that any further flow of
wind towards the turbine would have nowhere to go so high pressure would build up.
Therefore, v2 cannot be zero. It can be seen from Figure 4.9 that the stream tube increases in
volume behind the turbine rotor because that air moves at a low speed at low pressure,
causing the air to expand to allow continued flow (Masters 2004).
This item has been removed due to 3rd Party 
Copyright. The unabridged version of the thesis 
can be viewed in the Lanchester Library 
Coventry University.
Figure 4.9: Stream tube (Masters 2004)
The practical power extracted from the wind is equal to the power calculated by equation
(4.4) multiplied by the fraction of the wind power extracted by the blades, which is
determined by the efficiency of the rotor and usually designated as Cp, for the performance
power coefficient (Masters 2004). Cp is the ratio of the power in the rotor to the power in the
wind, known as the Betz limit. Hence, the extractable power from the wind is given by:






             
                 
                
             
           
 
             
                  
             
                
              
                 
       
 
                  
               
              
                 




                                                           
 
                   
                
           
            
                 
          
   
             
               
               
The original derivation of Cp is credited to the German physicist Albert Betz who concluded
in 1919 that an ideal wind turbine would slow the wind to one third of its original speed.
Hence, no wind turbine can convert more than 59.3% of the kinetic energy of the wind into
mechanical energy. This is known as the theoretical maximum rotor efficiency and is defined
as: C  = 0.593 (Masters 2004).
However, not all wind turbines operate at this maximum limit so each turbine type has its
unique value of Cp, which is a function of the wind speed that the turbine is operating in.
Taking into consideration all the engineering requirement of a wind turbine, the limit in
practice is lower than the Betz Limit, with values of 0.35-0.45 being common even in the
best-designed wind turbines. After other factors in a complete wind turbine system, such as
the gearbox and bearings, are considered, only 10-30 % of the power of the wind is actually
converted into usable electricity (Masters 2004).
Rotor efficiency, Cp, is also a function of rotor speed. That is, if the rotor turns more slowly,
efficiency drops because the blades are letting too much wind pass by unaffected. On the
other hand, if the rotor speed is very high, efficiency decreases because of increased
turbulence. Usually the efficiency of the rotor is represented as a function of its tip speed
ratio, given by (Masters 2004):
TSR = × (4.6)
 
where TSR is the tip speed ratio, rpm is the rotor speed and D is the rotor diameter. A typical 
efficiency plot for various rotor types versus the tip speed ratio is given in Figure 4.10. It can
be noticed that the efficiency reaches a maximum point at different positions for different 
wind turbine designs. The highest efficiencies of the two bladed designs, the Darrieus
concept (type of a VAWT) and the modern three blades are above 30% but below the Betz
Limit. The American multi-blade designs have a maximum efficiency at around
30%(Masters 2004).
Having knowledge of how a turbine operates in different wind speeds is essential to
understand the returns lost due to any down time for the turbine. It is also useful to





               
            
               
               
      
 
 
          
 
     
 
           
             




        
turbine this can be detected early. From the previous discussion, it can be seen that a
turbine’s mechanical power depends on various factors, such as the cross-sectional area of
the turbine, wind speed, number of blades, gearbox, rotor efficiency, type of rotor and tip
speed ratio. All these factors should to be taken into consideration when selecting the turbine
for an electrostatic based wind harvester.
This item has been removed due to 3rd Party Copyright. The 
unabridged version of the thesis can be viewed in the 
Lanchester Library Coventry University.
Figure 4.10: Typical efficiencies for various rotor types (Masters 2004)
4.4 ELECTROSTATIC ENERGY CONVERTER
The conversion from mechanical energy to electrical energy is achieved using an
electrostatic converter. The block diagram of the electrostatic converter is shown in Figure
4.11. Each block will be reviewed in the following sections.





   
 
              
               
               
              
          
               
        
 
              
                
               
             
                 
              
           
        
 





           
 
4.4.1 Variable capacitor
Basically, a capacitor (fixed or variable) consists of two parallel plates isolated from each
other, typically by air, vacuum or an insulating material. The capacitor stores energy in the
form of an electrical field that is established by charging the capacitor with a battery of
voltage V, which creates equal but opposite charges Q on the plates in accordance with
Coulomb’s law: “A force exists between two point source charges that is directly
proportional to the product of the two charges and inversely proportional to the square of the
distance between the charges” (Boylestad & Nashelsky 2011).
Figure 4.12 shows how parallel plate capacitors of a conductive material separated by an air
have been connected through a switch and a resistor to a battery. If the parallel plates are
initially uncharged and the switch is left open, no positive or negative charges will exist on
either plate. The instant the switch closes; however, electrons are drawn from the upper plate
through the resistor to the positive terminal of the battery. This will cause a rush of current,
at first limited by the resistance, but after a certain time period, the current flow will decline.
The movement of electrons continues until the potential difference across the parallel plates
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The number of flux lines per unit area between the two plates is quite uniform. At the edges,
the flux lines extend outside the common surface area of the plates, producing a fringing
effect that reduces the capacitance; however, this can be ignored for most practical 
applications. The uniformity of the flux distribution also indicates that the electric field
strength is the same at any point between the two plates, as shown in Figure 4.13.
This item has been removed due to 3rd Party Copyright. The 
unabridged version of the thesis can be viewed in the Lanchester 
Library Coventry University.
Figure 4.13: The electric field between the plates of a fixed or variable capacitor (Boylestad
& Nashelsky 2011)
Many values of capacitance can be obtained for the same set of parallel plates by adding
different insulating materials between the plates, by changing the gap between the plates or
by modifying the capacitor plates’ areas. Larger areas and smaller gaps increase capacitance
while different amounts of charge can be deposited on the plate by using different dielectric
materials. Therefore:
C = ε ε  (4.8) 
where A is the area in square meters of the plates, d is the gap in meters between the plates,
and ɛoɛr are the absolute and the relative permittivity. Thus, the main factors affecting the
capacitance are the areas of the plates, the gap between them and the type of dielectric
material (Floyd 1984).
As mentioned earlier, capacitors are storage devices, with the energy stored being equal to
the work done to charge it. When charging a capacitor, the voltage source does work to
remove charges from one plate and deposit them on the other. For an uncharged capacitor,





             
                
              
         
 
                                                 
 
          
 
                                                                 
 
               
             
 
            
            
              
                 
              
            
           
 
     
 
             
                
             
             
 
                                                         
 
                 
         
net charge and therefore no electrical field exists between the capacitor plates. If positive
charges move from one plate to another to charge it up, it leaves one of the plates negatively
charged. This process builds up charge on the capacitor, thereby creating an electrical field.
The total amount of work done in this process is:
 W = ∫ dq∆V =  (4.9)  
This is equal to the electrical potential energy of the system:
E =  CV  (4.10)
 
From equation 4.10, it can be noticed that the energy of the capacitor increases with the
increase of the capacitance value or the DC voltage across the capacitor.
To assemble a variable capacitor suitable for an electrostatic-based wind energy harvester,
all the previously discussed parameters need to be taken into consideration. Various
capacitor structures were mentioned earlier in Chapters 2 and 3. The variation of those
capacitors is achieved by varying either the area or the gap between the plates. In more
physical terms, the mechanical energy causes the gap and/or overlap area of a parallel plate
capacitor to vary under constant charge or voltage conditions to produce electrical energy
(Torres et al. 2006). These two modes of operation are discussed next.
4.4.1.1 Constant voltage mode
In a constant voltage mode, a capacitor is pre-charged while connected to a constant voltage
source. If the capacitance is reduced by relative motion of the plates, it results in charge
being removed from the capacitor and pushed back into the voltage source, thereby
increasing the energy stored in the source. The charge Q is given by:
Q = C V  (4.11)
If the plates operate in a sliding motion, as indicated in Figure 4.14, the force between the
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Figure 4.14: Constant voltage approach (Mitcheson et al. 2008)
Figure 4.14 also demonstrates the charge – voltage QV diagram for this approach. From 1– 
2, the capacitor is pre-charged to the source voltage while at maximum capacitance. Then,
from 2–3, in the harvesting part of the cycle, its capacitance is reduced while it is connected
to the voltage source forcing the charge back into the voltage source. From 3-1, the capacitor
operates under constant charge during which the capacitor is disconnected from the voltage
source before its capacitance increases to be ready for the cycle to start again. The area
enclosed by the QV diagram represents the harvested energy.
4.4.1.2 Constant charge mode
In constant charge mode, the variable capacitor is pre-charged at maximum capacitance and
then disconnected from any external circuit before its capacitance is changed by mechanical 
motion, which results in a voltage increase with decreasing capacitance, as given by:
Q  = C V (4.12)
Thus, additional energy will be stored in the electric field between the plates as work is done
against the electrostatic force. This additional energy can then be used to power a circuit.
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Figure 4.15: Constant charge approach (Mitcheson et al. 2008)
The two parallel plates of the capacitor are arranged in such a way that they can be separated
to increase the gap between them under a constant charge. This creates a constant force
between the plates. Figure 4.15 shows the QV diagram of the operation of the harvesting
cycle. From 1-2, the capacitor is pre-charged to a low voltage in the first part of the cycle by
connecting it to a voltage source. Then, from 2–3, the plates are disconnected from the
source and separated under constant charge during the harvesting part of the cycle. Finally,
from 3-1, the capacitor is discharged. The capacitance is then increased ready for the cycle to
restart. The area traced out by the QV diagram again represents the harvested energy. Table
4.1 summarises the differences between the two modes.
Table 4.1: Comparison of electrostatic energy conversion mechanisms (Ambokar 2011)
This item has been removed due to 3rd Party Copyright. The unabridged version of the thesis can 





    
 
              
              
 
      
 
           
             
                





                
 
             
            
             
             
     
4.4.2 Energy transfer circuits
A number of basic architectures for energy transfer circuits have been reported in the
literature, all of which fall into two main types: inductive circuits and charge pump circuits.
4.4.2.1 The inductive energy transfer circuit
Inductive energy transfer circuits are magnetic based circuits consisting of inductors that 
play an important role in transferring energy. There are two types of inductive energy
transfer circuits: LC to LC approach (Torres et al. 2006) and L to LC approach (Torres et al.
2009b), as shown in Figure 4.16 (a) and (b).
(a)
(b)
Figure 4.16: Inductive energy transfer circuits: (a) LC to LC approach (b) L to LC approach
Both approaches operate in constant voltage mode. As described in the previous section, the
voltage across the capacitor is held constant throughout the pre-charge and the harvesting
phase. As capacitance decreases in response to mechanical motion, charge is derived from
the capacitor, which allows mechanical energy to be harvested and stored in the storage





             
                
             
   
 
 
         
 
            
              
   
 
                                                     
 
              
            
 
                                         
 
                     
 
              
            
 
 
                                                   
 
The basic operation for both approaches is divided into three phases: pre-charge, harvest and
reset phase, as shown in Figure 4.17. More energy can be harvested when the cycles goes
faster. However, there is a physical limit based on the time required to complete the pre-
charge phase.
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Figure 4.17: Energy harvesting cycle (Torres & Rincón-Mora 2010)
The pre-charge phase starts when the variable capacitor is at maximum capacitance. During
this phase, the capacitor is charged to the battery voltage, which represents an energy
investment from the battery.
 E  = C V (4.13) 
As capacitance starts decreasing, the harvesting phase starts and charges flow into the battery
producing a harvesting current, which enables energy to be harvested and stored.
 Ih  = = V   (4.14)  
Eh  = ∫ V Ih (t)dt = ∆C V (4.15)
During the reset phase, capacitance falls to its minimum and, since the voltage is constant, it 
retains remnant energy. The energy stored in the capacitor at minimum capacitance is
simply:





            
 
                                  
 
                                                   
 
           
          
 
                 
                
               
               
              
            
                
              
               
                
               
              




                                                               
 
         
As a result of the harvesting cycle, a net theoretical energy gain is generated:
E  = −E  + Eh  + E  (4.17)
 E  = ∆C V (4.18) 
Equation (4.18) shows that theoretical net energy depends on variation in C from maximum
to minimum capacitance, and the square of the battery voltage.
In the LC to LC approach, the circuit consists of a battery, three switches, an inductor and
the variable capacitor. Since the inductor is a quasi-lossless device, it is used to transfer
energy from the battery to the variable capacitor. The switches, on the other hand, naturally
allow the current to pass in one direction, so these switches only dissipate ohmic losses.
Considering the low power losses, and risk and complexity of other types of semiconductor
switches, MOSFET switches appear to be more suitable for this approach. The circuit 
operation cycle consists of three steps. First, by closing S1 for a short period of time, energy
is transferred from the battery to the variable capacitor through the inductor. Second, by
closing S2, the energy stored in the inductor continues charging the capacitor to the battery
voltage. Third, the energy stored in the capacitor is transferred to the battery through S3 as
harvesting current (Torres et al. 2009a). For simplicity, the energy study of the LC to LC
circuit during the pre-charge phase is divided into two stages. The circuit of each stage is
given in Figure 4.18.
(a) (b)





      
                                             
 
                                                                  
 
       
 




    
 
       
 
     
 
                                         
 
 
             
 
                                    
 
                             
 
            
 
For Stage1, while energizing the coil L:
V = iR + L  + ∫ idt (4.19)
  
i = C  (4.20)
 
Solving for VC, and assuming V= VBat:
V (s) =  . V  (4.21)  
Then:
V (t) = V  1 −
 e ω  sin( ω √1 − z t + ∅) (4.22) 
where ω  = R
 and ∅ = cos  ζ
√  
, ζ = 
 
From equation (4.20) and (4.22):
i(t) = C V ω  sin( ω t) (4.23)
Using (4.23), the energies of C, L and R are given by:
=  [1 − cos ω t]  (4.24)E  CV
E  =  L(CV  + ω )
 sin  ω t (4.25)
E  = 
 R (CV  + ω ) t −






                  
         
 
                                                   
 
     
                                                   
 
                                                                  
 
   
 
                                      
 
              
 
                                   
 
                               
 
 
            
 
                                 
 
                                
 
        
 
Considering the time period for energizing the coil is t =  then the energy at the end of
 
Stage1 in both the coil and the capacitor is:
 E  + E  =  CV (4.27)
For Stage2, while de-energizing L:
iR + L  + V  = 0 (4.28) 
i = C  (4.29)
 
Solving for VC:
( ) (̇ ) ( )
V (s) = (4.30)
 
 
Substituting VC (0) with VC(Final) of Stage1, which is equal to
 V  , gives: 
V (t) = V  sin(ω t + 30°) (4.31)
i(t) =  V  cos(ω t + 30°) (4.32) 
Using (4.32), the energies of L, R and C are given by:
E  =  CV sin (ω t + 30
°) (4.33)
 E  =  CV cos (ω t + 30
°) (4.34)
  t + 
° ° 





          
                
 
 
                                                            
 
                 
                
            
          
 
             
               
              
       
 
             
           
               
    
 
             
           
             
       
 
              
              
               
     
 
Energy loss in the resistor is approximately 0 because  ≈ 0
 
Considering the time period for de-energizing the coil in stage 2 is also given by t =  
 
then:
 E  =  CV (4.36)
From equation (4.36), it is clear that the total energy invested from the battery by the end of
the pre-charge phase is equivalent to  CV while the energy of L and R is approximately
 
equal to zero.The complete mathematical analysis and derivations of the equations for both
stage 1 and stage 2 are presented in Appendix A.
Details of the energy budget and strategies to reduce losses during the harvesting cycles
under the LC to LC approach were studied previously by group of researchers from Georgia
Tech Analog, Power & Energy IC research Lab. The figures shown next are from their
published work in 2009 (Torres et al. 2009a).
Figure 4.19 illustrates the current and voltage waveforms of the pre-charge phase when Cvar
is at maximum capacitance. This phase includes energizing and de-energizing of the
inductor. It can be seen that the voltage across the capacitor is charged to the battery voltage
(Torres et al. 2009a).
Figure 4.20 shows the current and energy waveforms of the harvesting phase. As Cvar
changes from maximum to minimum capacitance, the harvested current increases to its
maximum value before decreasing at the end of the harvesting phase while the harvested
energy increases to Eharv (Torres et al. 2009a).
Figure 4.21 illustrates the voltage across Cvar during the reset phase, when Cvar returns from
its minimum back to the maximum capacitance. In this phase, the voltage across the
capacitor decreases to its minimum voltage, which can be used as the reference voltage to
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Figure 4.19: Inductor current and Cvar voltage waveforms during the pre-charge phase
(Torres et al. 2009a)
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Figure 4.20: Currents and energy waveforms during the harvesting phase (Torres et al.
2009a)
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In the L to LC approach, the circuit consists of a battery, five switches, an inductor and a
variable capacitor. The circuit operation is a sequence of three steps. First, energy is
transferred from the battery into the inductor by transferring energy through S1 and S3.
Second, the energy stored in the inductor is transferred to the variable capacitor by
connecting the variable capacitor to the inductor with S2 and S4. Third, the variable
capacitor and the battery are connected together with S5 to transfer energy to the battery. The
operation of the harvester is initiated by the timing control circuit while the variable
capacitor is in contact with the capacitance sensing system (Torres et al. 2009b).
As in the previous approach, the energy study of the L to LC circuit is divided into two
stages. The circuit of each stage is given in Figure 4.22.
(a) (b)
Figure 4.22: L to LC circuit (a) Stage1 (b) Stage 2
For Stage1, while energizing the coil L:
V  = iR (4.37)
V  = V  − V  (4.38)








      
 
                                               
 
                                                         
 
       
 
                                                                
 
                  
  
 
                                                         
 
         
 
                                                                   
 
  
                                    
 
       
 
                                                      
 
                                          
 
     
 
Substituting 4.39 in 4.37 and 4.38:
V  = V (1 − e ) (4.40)
V  = V e
 
(4.41)
The energy of the coil during stage1 is:
E  =  Li
 (4.42)
At the end of stage 1, energy EL must be equivalent to the energy of C at Cmax, which can be
achieved when:
√t =  ln (4.43)
 √  
By approximation using the Taylor series, equation (4.43) becomes:
t = LC  (4.44)
For Stage2:
i(0) =  1 − (1 − √ )  = V  (4.45)
 √  
Since VC (0) = 0 then:
(̇ )V (s) = (4.46)
 
 
V (t) = V e  sin ω t (4.47)
where α = 
 







    
                                                 
 
                                
 
     
 
                                   
 
                                               
 
        
                                                 
 
                  
               
               
               
              
   
 
           
   
If α ≪ 1 then:
V (t) = V  sin ωt (4.48)
i(t) = C  = CωV  cos ωt (4.49) 
Using equations (4.48) and (4.49):
  −E  = CV cos 2ωt (4.50)  
E  = 
 CV cos ωt (4.51)
 
If t =  then the total energy:
 
 E  + E  =  CV (4.52)
From equation (4.52), it is clear that the energy invested from the battery by the end of the
pre-charge phase is equivalent to the capacitor energy
 
CV while the energy of L is equal
to zero, which matches the energy harvested in the LC to LC approach. The complete
mathematical analysis of the L to LC circuit is presented in Appendix (A). Figure 4.23shows
voltage, current and energy during the three phases of the energy harvesting cycle (Torres et
al. 2009b).
Figure 4.23: Voltage, current and energy during the three phases of energy harvesting
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4.4.2.2 The charge pump circuit
A charge pump is a type of DC to DC converter that uses capacitors as storage component to
create higher or lower voltages. The charge pump energy transfer circuit used for
electrostatic energy harvesting uses a charge pump and a flyback circuit to transfer the
harvested energy (Galayko et al. 2008). The block diagram of the harvester using the charge
pump circuit and the implementation of the block diagram are shown in Figure 4.24 (a) and
(b) (Yen & Lang 2005).
This item has been removed due to 3rd Party Copyright. The unabridged version of the 
thesis can be viewed in the Lanchester Library Coventry University.
(a)
This item has been removed due to 3rd Party Copyright. The unabridged version of the 
thesis can be viewed in the Lanchester Library Coventry University.
(b)
Figure 4.24: Charge pump with flyback circuit (a) block diagram and (b) circuit diagram
The role of the charge pump circuit is to transfer electrical charge from a large capacitor Cres
to a smaller capacitor Cstore by making use of variation in the variable capacitor Cvar. The





               
             
       
 
             
               
                
 
                
              
               
             
             
               
               
         
 
                        
 
                        
 
             
 
                                            
 
               
                
                
               
         
 
harvested energy is stored in Cres and Cstore, which are connected together through the flyback
circuit. Since Cres is much greater than Cstore, Vres remains constant so that only Vstore
changes, which represents the increase in energy.
The flyback circuit operates as a Buck DC-DC converter to step down the voltage,
transferring charges from Cstore to Cres using the inductor as an energy buffer. The flyback
operation is controlled by the switch represented by a MOSEFT transistor in Figure 4.24 (b).
Figure 4.25 (a) shows the evolution of Vstore and the power generated during the charge pump
operation. It can be seen from Figure 4.25 (a) that Vstore becomes constant after a certain time
period as the harvested power decreases to its minimum value. As the flyback circuit is used
here to continue energy harvesting, it is necessary to decrease the voltage difference between
Cstore and Cres without losing the harvested energy. From Figure 4.25(b), it can be seen that 
power increases to a maximum value at some point. To continue energy harvesting, Vstore 
should remain within the range of the threshold voltages of V1 and V2. The theoretical 
values of V1 and V2 can be calculated by:
V  = V  + 0.1 V ( ) − V (4.53)
V  = V  + 0.6 V ( ) − V (4.54)
where Vstore (max) is the saturation voltage of the charge pump given by:
 V ( ) = V  
 
(4.55)
When Vstore reaches V2, Sw should switch on, and the Buck DC-DC converter transfers the
charge and energy from Cstore to Cres. When Vstore is reduced to V1, the switching device
should turn off. The automatic generation of the switching events is made possible by using a
control block that senses voltages Vstore and Vres and detects if Vstore is within the range
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.25: Operation of the charge pump harvester: (a) Vstore evolution; (b) Power
evolution
(Dudka et al. 2009)
4.4.2.3 Comparison of energy transfer circuits
In general, inductive magnetic-based circuits have a number of advantages: the inductors
used in the circuit are capable of producing high energy gains even when supplied by low
power mechanical energy sources; the energy losses that occur during very short time
periods can be ignored; and a single storage devices is enough for pre-charging and storing
the harvested energy. The disadvantage of these circuits is the increased complexity of the
control circuit to run the operation of the switching devices.
Comparing the two inductive energy transfer circuits reveals that energy losses are higher in
the L to LC approach. Although the theoretical analysis proves that the invested energy for
both circuits is the same, simulation and practical measurements show that the energy losses
of the L to LC circuit are higher both because there are more switching devices in the circuit 
and because the initial energy investment is slightly higher due to resistive energy losses.
The advantage of a charge pump circuit is the simplicity of its operation, with control of
switching only requiring one switch. Its main disadvantages are that there is high energy loss
if two capacitors with different initial energies are connected and the high voltages that can





     
 
              
            
               
           
 
            
               
               
          
 
               
              
             
           
 
              
             
             
             
    
 
              
             
        
 
           




4.4.3 Capacitance sensing systems
Since the operation cycle of the harvester mainly depends on the capacitance value, as
demonstrated previously in Figure 4.17, the capacitance sensing system should be considered
as an essential part of the harvesting system. Various methods are used to sense and monitor
capacitance, such as mechanical, optical, magnetic and electric circuit (Webster 1999).
The mechanical method involves allowing brushes to sense the position of the conductive
plates of the movable part of the capacitor. Some drawbacks with this method are that the
brushes wear out after a certain time period and that they cannot operate in a rough
environment. Moreover, the mechanical systems require high power to operate.
One optical method is to send light through the plate using a light-emitting diode and to
detect the light coming out the other side with a photo diode. The drawbacks with this
method are that dirt and dust can interfere with the light and that this method also consumes
a lot of power as it is has to be permanently operational.
The magnetic method can use a variable reluctance sensor or an inductive proximity switch.
Both methods are based on magnetic or magnetic absorbing material. One drawback with
this method is that other external magnetic sources can create interference with the sensor,
which reduces the sensing accuracy. Additionally, the sensing devices used in this method
are not cost effective.
Various circuits can be used in the electric method, such as capacitive bridge detector,
capacitive pseudo bridge or an RC oscillator. These circuits depend on capacitance variation
to measure the voltage, frequency or time period.
The following sections provide further details about the most suitable methods for





     
 
               
           
                
            
      
     
 
              
             
            
               
           
            
             
   
 
    
 
             
             
              
               
             
                 
4.4.3.1 Variable reluctance position sensor
Figure 4.26 shows a variable reluctance sensor. The sensor shown is a position sensor based
on Faraday’s law of electromagnetic induction. Basically, a variable-reluctance sensor
consists of a toothed wheel made of a ferromagnetic material, attached to a rotating shaft, a
coil and a permanent magnet. When the wheel moves closer to a permanent magnet, it 
induces EMF in the coil.
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Figure 4.26: Variable-reluctance sensor (Webster 1999)
The variable reluctance sensor is widely used in rotation sensing applications. It can be used
to detect the capacitor plate’s position and the presence of maximum and minimum
capacitance. It is quite advantageous to use the sensor with the electrostatic harvester
because it does not require any external power source to operate, and can be considered as an
energy harvester itself. The variable reluctance technology available nowadays is quite
mature and can be used directly without any modifications. However, it has low sensing
accuracy; it forms quite a large assembly and has a complicated structure, which adds
additional weight.
4.4.3.2 Inductive proximity switch
Inductive proximity switches can sense the distance to objects, specifically the proximity of
metallic objects. The inductive sensor consists of an induction loop and sensing circuitry.
The inductance of the loop changes in the presence of metal as it increases the current 
flowing in the loop. This change can be detected, opening and closing the proximity switch
accordingly. Figure 4.27 shows the components of the switch. For an electrostatic energy





              
              




        
 
              
        
             
              
 
 
    
 
               
              
            
            
             
             
         
 
                                                                      
 
             
             
are moved by the applied mechanical motion, the switch closes and opens. Normally, the
inductive proximity switch is open until it detects the position of the plate, then it closes
(Ab.com n.d.).
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Figure 4.27: Inductive proximity switch (Ab.com n.d.)
The inductive proximity switch has a high switching rate and can work in harsh
environmental conditions. However, it also suffers from several disadvantages. First, it can
only detect metallic objects and has a very limited operating range. Additionally, it requires
an external power supply to operate. Finally, it has poor sensing accuracy and is not cost
effective.
4.4.3.3 Bridge capacitive detector
The bridge capacitive detector, which is a basic AC symmetrical bridge, can be a very useful 
method to measure unknown capacitance values. The bridge circuit shown in Figure 4.28 is
balanced by adjusting the capacitor values. The circuit shown is a somewhat simplified
version of real-life practical AC bridge circuits (Pallas-Areny & Webester 2001). The
practical circuit needs to have a variable resistor in series or parallel with the capacitor to
balance out stray resistance in the unknown capacitance. In general, to balance the AC
bridge, the impedance ratios of each branch must be equal:
= (4.56)
  
In case of non-balanced impedance, the voltage at the output varies accordingly. In the





            
            
                 




      
 
   
 
              
              
            
                
               
                 
            
                   
               
 
                                                               
 
                                                                                                                  
 
voltage values at the output are variable. The bridge capacitive detector has various
advantages: high sensitivity, high accuracy and linear output. However, it consumes energy
as it requires an oscillator to generate the AC signal and a rectifier to convert the output
signal to DC.
Figure 4.28: AC capacitive bridge detector
4.4.3.4 Oscillator circuit
The basic idea of using oscillators is to generate signals of variable frequencies that depend
mainly on the capacitance variation of Cvar. While many oscillator circuits are suitable for
capacitance measurement, the most suitable one for an electrostatic harvester is the RC
oscillator. The RC oscillator is a comparator circuit. The output signal of its oscillator has a
frequency. Its frequency value depends on the values of the resistor and capacitor of the
oscillator circuit Rx and Cx, as shown in Figure 4.29. The three resistors R1, R2 and R3 set the
threshold voltages when the comparator output signal switches. The oscillation time period is
set by the values of Rx and Cx. Since Rx is set to a fixed value, the only factor that changes
the time period is Cx, which is the Cvar of the harvester (Romanblack.com 2013).
1f  (4.57)
R Cx var 







        
 
    
 
              
             
            
             
            
            
            
            
              
           
            
             
              
              
             
               
             
 
Figure 4.29: RC comparator oscillator for capacitance measurement
4.4.4 Controller mechanism
The controller is a critical part of the harvester system. In the electrostatic-based wind energy
harvesting system, the controller is responsible for sending signals to control the operation of
the switching devices. The controller has both input and output ports. It receives input from
the capacitance sensing device and then, based on the capacitance value (maximum or
minimum); it sends a control signal to operate one of the switching devices.
There are two possible ways to construct a controller for an electrostatic energy harvester: 
using off-the-shelf microcontrollers or a power electronic circuit. The power consumption of
the microcontrollers is a very important factor when dealing with energy harvesting because
it is essential for the microcontroller to consume as little power as possible while providing
functions that reduce the overall system’s power consumption. Currently, two extreme low
power technologies are available: nanoWatt and nanoWatt XLP (Ivey 2009). There are two
main factors affecting the power consumption of the two technologies: dynamic and static
power. Dynamic power is the power consumed by the switching of digital devices while
static power is the power consumed by disabling the main clock using leakage transistors.
The primary requirement for a low power microcontroller is the power consumed while in
sleep modes. There are three basic low power modes of operation: sleep, low voltage (LV)
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Figure 4.30: Microcontroller current consumption during various modes of operation
(Microchip.com n.d.)
Sleep mode is used when the application requirement is to sleep most of the time, wake
every second to process information and then go back to sleep. Low voltage sleep mode is
most likely to be used when the requirement is to sleep most of the time, wakeup for few
seconds to process data then go back to sleep. Deep sleep mode is to sleep most of the time
but wakeup to process information once every hour, day, etc. Table 4.2 shows various types
of extreme low power microcontrollers and typical current values during sleep mode and
deep sleep mode. Note that all figures are typical values at minimum Vdd taken from the
microcontrollers’ datasheets. For an electrostatic-based wind energy harvester, the typical 
operation modes are run and sleep modes so the most suitable microcontroller device is
PIC18LF45K50 as it has the lowest current consumption during the sleep mode.





PIC16F1823 2 8/14 20 - 34
PIC16F1509 12 20 25 - 30
PIC18LF45K50 32 28/44 10 - 110
PIC18LF47J13/J53 64-128 28/44 200 9 197
PIC24F16KL402 4-16 14/20/28 30 - 150
PIC24FJ64GB004 32-64 28/44 200 20 250





             
            
          
          
              
              
           
 
               
           
             
             
             
           
              
              
    
 
 
             
 
Another method for controlling the operation of the harvesters instead of using a
microcontroller was proposed by Torres et al (2009). The first circuit they suggested was a
prototype circuit that pre-charges, detects and synchronizes the operation of a variable
voltage-constrained capacitor. Its circuit consists of a voltage detector that detects the
difference between battery and capacitor voltage, and a slope detector. Both detectors send a
voltage signal to the digital control circuit that sends signals to control the operation of the
switching devices. Figure 4.31 shows the complete controller circuit of the harvester.
In 2010, Torres et al. (2010) presented a 1.5 × 1.5 mm 20.7-μm BiCMOS self-tuning
electrostatic energy harvester integrated circuit (IC) shown in Figure 4.32 that adapts to
changing battery voltages to produce usable power from vibrations across the battery voltage
for the entire operating range. The controlling circuit consists of two comparators, a zero
current sensor, a logic control circuit and gate drivers to control the switching devices. The
pre-charger and its self-tuning reference and other control circuits consume sufficient power
to operate yet dissipate low enough energy to produce a net energy gain. The system adjusts
the energy invested to just what is required. This type of correcting loop is especially critical 
in reducing energy losses.
This item has been removed due to 3rd Party Copyright. The unabridged version of 
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Figure 4.32: Self tuning controller circuit (Torres et al. 2010)
4.5 SUMMARY
This chapter discussed the principles of converting wind kinetic energy to electrical energy
using a wind turbine and an electrostatic converter along with a detailed description of each
part of the harvesting system. The chapter was divided into two parts. The first part
considered wind energy to mechanical energy conversion while the second part discussed
mechanical power to electrical power conversion.
In the first part, wind energy, types of wind turbines, power in wind and energy capturing
device efficiency were discussed. Since a wind energy harvester is a low power harvester, a
micro wind turbine was preferred for the harvester in this study because it is a cost-effective
device, can be propelled by a wind speeds as low as 2 m/sec, and is small and light.
Moreover, an array of small turbines can be linked to increase power output to meet any
requirement. Using the specification of the micro wind turbine, wind power can be
calculated then multiplied by the efficiency of the device to find the total power passed on to
the electrostatic converter.
The second part presented the electrostatic converter along with a detailed description of the





             
                
           
            
               
              
          
           
            
           
             
         
           
           
 
           
              
              
               
               
            
             
            
             
            









mechanism. Since change in capacitance depends on the capacitor structure by changing the
area of the plates or the gap between them, two basic modes of operation were studied:
constant voltage mode and constant charge mode. In the constant voltage system, keeping
the voltage across the capacitor constant helps to restrict the voltage within reasonable levels
which is a key advantage of this approach. Moreover, the capacitor uses a single voltage
source both for pre-charging and storing the harvested energy. However, this mode has the
disadvantage of requiring a complicated controlling circuit to control the switching devices.
In contrast, the constant charge approach does not require such complicated power
electronics circuits or an additional storage device. However, it has the disadvantage that the
maximum voltage it produces exceeds the breakdown limits of most modern CMOS
technologies by a considerable margin. Such voltages can only be handled by costly
specialised technologies, such as silicon-on-insulator CMOS processes. However, their
increased costs limit the extent that the market will adopt them. This indicates that the
constant voltage approach is the preferable technology for a wind energy harvester.
Two inductive energy transfer circuits operating under a constant voltage system were
studied. The LC to LC circuit was found to be preferred for an electrostatic converter
because of its high energy transfer efficiency, its low energy losses during pre-charge, and
the lower number of switching devices compared to the L to LC circuit. Many capacitance
sensing circuits were presented; with the RC oscillator being found the most suitable as it is a
simple circuit, very accurate in measuring capacitance values and consumes very little
power. Finally, the discussion of the controlling mechanism found that the best controller is
the XLP microcontroller as it can be easily programmed and reconfigured to fit any
requirement. It also consumes little power in both run and sleep mode. Finally, it has
comparators that can be used to build the RC oscillator, meaning that off-the-shelf












               
            
          
               
             
              
          
             
      
 
     
 








ELECTROSTATIC-BASED WIND ENERGY HARVESTER
5.1 INTRODUCTION
As explained in Chapter 4, the wind harvester consists of two sub-systems: wind turbine and
electrostatic converter. The principles of operation and the theoretical background of each
part were described. This chapter presents a novel electrostatic-based wind energy harvester.
The assumption behind the proposed design is that the micro wind turbine is used as a
capturing device, while the variable capacitor used is a multi-pole capacitor with variable
area subjected to change according to the applied rotational motion. This system is used to
harvest energy to wirelessly transmit information about wind speed. The new harvester
consists of five blocks: wind energy - capturing device, variable capacitor, energy transfer
circuit, controller and RF transmitter.
5.2 PROPOSED HARVESTER SYSTEM
Figure 5.1 shows the block diagram of the proposed electrostatic-based wind energy
harvester.





                
            
            
         
               
           
             
            
               
           
            
            
            
             
        
            
            
     
 
            
          
The first stage of power conversion is from wind energy to mechanical power, using a micro
wind turbine. The second stage is the conversion of rotational mechanical power to electrical 
power using the electrostatic converter, which consists of a variable capacitor, energy
transfer circuit and controller. The energy transfer circuit operates under a voltage-
constrained mode as described earlier in Chapter 4. It has three phases to complete a
harvesting cycle: pre-charge, harvest and reset (Torres et al. 2009a). The controller monitors
the capacitance in order to generate the appropriate timing signals necessary to control the
energy harvesting cycle. It also sends information about wind speed to the RF transmitter,
which then wirelessly transmits data about detected wind speed. Details of each block are
explained in the following sections. Currently, most available wind energy harvesting
systems are built from micro wind turbines with electromagnetic generators. The cost of such
systems could be reduced by the direct generation of DC power using electrostatic
converters. Although the power densities of electrostatic harvesting systems are less than
those of electromagnetic generators, an electrostatic harvester could lead to a system with
similar power density to an electromagnetic generator-transformer-rectifier combination,
while the fewer components would reduce system cost and increase overall efficiency.
Figure 5.2 shows schematically a two wind turbine systems: with electromagnetic generator
and with electrostatic converter.
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Figure 5.2: Wind energy generation system concepts: (a) Wind turbine with electromagnetic





     
 
              
             
            
             
              
            
           
                
            
              
 
 
                 
                
             
             
                
                





             
5.3 MICRO WIND TURBINE
The first block in the wind harvesting system is the micro wind turbine that captures and
converts wind energy into mechanical energy in the form of rotational motion. Recently, the
development of micro wind turbines has gained attention with a great deal of research being
conducted to improve their performance in harvesting energy at low wind speeds. In this
research, the micro wind turbine chosen is a twisted fan-type blade configuration. The
twisted blades help in capturing more efficient torque in different wind conditions while the
fan-type configuration has the functional advantage of increased power efficiency (Leung et 
al. 2010). The main advantage of this turbine is its cost effectiveness as it can be mass
produced by injection moulding. Moreover, multiple turbines can be connected together to
increase the amount of captured energy from the wind to meet any requirement (Leung et al.
2010).
Figure 5.3 illustrates the AutoCAD model of the micro wind turbine linked via a gear box to
the shaft of the variable capacitor. The gear box is a speed increaser to increase number of
harvesting cycles for various wind speeds. Investigations on the performance of a specially
designed micro wind turbine for urban environments by Leung et. al (2010) showed that the
maximal angular velocity of the wind turbine is between 100 - 750 rpm for wind speeds
between 2 m/sec – 10 m/sec. Without any loading, the micro wind turbine can rotate freely
so that angular velocity increases linearly with increasing wind speed, as shown in Figure
5.4.
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Figure 5.4: Maximal angular velocity versus wind speed (Leung et al. 2010)
The mechanical output power can be calculated by multiplying the angular velocity of the
turbine by the torque captured by the turbine. Figure 5.5 shows the relationship between
mechanical output power and angular velocity of the wind turbine at a wind speed of
7 m/sec. The plot indicates that the maximum mechanical power obtained is around 1.1
Watts at the optimal angular velocity. The curve also shows that mechanical power first 
increases as angular velocity increases then reaches its maximum at the optimal angular
velocity before decreasing again.
Figure 5.6 shows the relationship between the power coefficient Cp and the tip speed ratio of
the micro wind turbine. As indicated by the plot, the tip speed ratio of the turbine is between
0 and 1, which matches with the traditional small-size multi-bladed wind turbines that
normally operate at a tip speed ratio between 0 to 2. The maximum power coefficient of the
turbine indicates that the 12.5 % of kinetic wind energy is transformed into mechanical 
energy for various turbines with 3–12 blades. There is no significant improvement in
maximum output power with eight or more blades with the best possible tip speed ratio being
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Figure 5.5: Mechanical power versus angular velocity at wind speed of 7 m/sec
(Leung et al. 2010)
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Figure 5.6: Power coefficient of micro wind turbine with different number of blades





             
           
              
                  
                 
               
    
                                           
 
                  
                
              
          
             
                  
             
              
  
                                                        
 
                                                       
 
                  
                 
                   
                 
                
            
                
                
    
                                                               
In order to analyze the mechanical system, the variable capacitor moment of inertia was
calculated using mathematical analysis and simulation. To calculate the inertia analytically,
the following steps were required. First, measurement of the dimensions of all the rotating
objects, such as the head of the inner rod, the rest of the inner rod, the rings between the
plates and the capacitor plates. Second, the moments of inertia of all the objects related to the
axis of rotation passing through the centre of mass and perpendicular to all plates were
determined using equation (5.1):
Ii= ∫ dvρ(x,y,z)d(x,y,z) (5.1)v 
where v is the volume of the rotating object, ρ is the density of the material at any given
point (x,y,z) and d(x,y,z) is the distance from any given point (x,y,z) to the axis of rotation.
Third, the total inertia of the variable capacitor using the principle of superposition was
calculated (Abdulmunam et al. 2013). In the simulation approach, AutoCAD function
MASSPROP (Docs.autodesk.com 2010) was used to determine the moment of inertia of the
object relative to the axis of rotation parallel to the axis at x, y and z passing through the
centre of mass (Abdulmunam et al. 2013). Applying Newton’s second law for the micro
wind turbine and the capacitor shafts, the following equation can be written (Krishnan &
Srivatsa 2007):
T − T  = I   (5.2)
T − T  = I   (5.3)
where TT is the turbine torque applied by the wind, TL is the transmitted torque on the low
speed gear applied by the high speed gear, TH is the transmitted torque on the high speed
gear applied by the low speed gear , and TC is the resistance torque on the rotor of the
capacitor applied by the stator. IT and ωT are the moment of inertia and the angular velocity
of the micro wind turbine, respectively, while IC and ωC are the moment of inertia and the
angular velocity of the variable capacitor, respectively. Figure 5.7 presents the torques
applied in the system. Assuming the gear box is ideal, with no backlashes or losses, and
assuming that shafts are rigid, where n1/n2 is the gear box ratio, the following can be written
(Krishnan & Srivatsa 2007):
TL ωC n1= = (5.4)
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Figure 5.7: Torques applied to the electrostatic-based wind energy harvester system
(Krishnan & Srivatsa 2007)
From (5.2), (5.3) and (5.4), the net torque Tnet can be derived as follows:




I  = I  + I  (5.6)
Equation (5.5) indicates that net torque depends on the moment of inertia of both the turbine
and the variable capacitor, the angular acceleration of the turbine and the gearbox ratio.
Since Inet is positive and the angular acceleration dC/dt must be positive for the capacitor to
rotate, then the following can be written:
T   − T  > 0 or T  >  T  (5.7)
Thus, in order to rotate the rotor of the capacitor, it is necessary for torque TT to be greater
than  T  (Abdulmunam et al. 2007). It is possible to directly drive the capacitor without
the gear box. However, the gear box is beneficial as it is required to increase number of





        
 
            
       
 
     
 
               
                 
                 
            
               
              
               
            
           
 
              
              
                   
               
              
           
     
 
                   
 
                     
                 
        
 
5.4 ELECTROSTATIC CONVERTER FORWIND ENERGY HARVESTING
The electrostatic converter consists of three parts, a multi-pole variable capacitor, an
inductive energy transfer circuit and a controller.
5.4.1 Multi-pole variable capacitor
The multi-pole capacitor is a variable capacitor made of two parallel plates: rotor and stator.
The stator is the stationary part of the capacitor while the rotor is the rotating part that rotates
according to the applied mechanical motion. Each rotor and stator is divided into a number
of poles. The number determines the amount of capacitance variation within a single
rotation. The multi-pole capacitor can be constructed from a single or multiple sets of rotors
and stators. This capacitor was chosen for the proposed wind harvesting system for several
reasons. It is compact, can be easily coupled with the micro turbine system, has a simple
structure that is simple to fabricate, and has a capacitance that can be modified
geometrically, which can allow the harvester to collect more energy per cycle.
The main requirement in a multi-pole variable capacitor is to have at least two plates in each
comb of the capacitor, where the number of neighbouring sheets of positive and negative
charge is three, as shown in Figure 5.8. In general, when there are N sets of stator – rotor
plates, the number of parallel capacitors is (2NSR - 1) (Serway, Beichner & Jewett 1996). It
can be observed from Figure 5.7 that NSR = 2, which means that there are three parallel 
capacitors, as represented by C1//C2//C3 so that the total capacitance is determined by
(Serway, Beichner & Jewett 1996) :
Aeff ()CVar (NSR , A, d)  (2NSR 1)or (5.8)d 
where NSR is the number of stator rotor sets, Aeff is the effective area of the plates, θ is the
angle of rotation, d is the distance between the parallel plates and ɛoɛr are the absolute and







             
 
              
             
               
              
             
              
















             
 
Figure 5.8: Multi-pole capacitor plates equivalent to three capacitors in parallel C1, C2& C3 
There are several structures to realize a multi-pole capacitor, as illustrated in Figure 5.9.
Although all the capacitors shown have the same maximum and minimum capacitances, the
capacitance variations per cycle are different, as shown in Figures 5.9 and 5.10. It can be
noticed from Figures 5.10 and 5.11 that the number of times capacitance changes from
maximum to minimum capacitance within 360° increases as the number of poles increases.
Thus, increasing the number of poles is a very important factor in increasing the amount of





































        
 
    
 
              
            
               
(a)
(b)
Figure 5.11: Capacitance variation: (a) four-poles and (b) eight-poles
5.4.2 Capacitance optimisation
As discussed in Chapter 4, the harvested energy can be maximised by increasing the
capacitance variation∆C . To increase the difference between Cmax and Cmin, an optimised





                 
                  
              
                 
              
                
           




        
 
              
                
           
            
 
                                      
 
                                    
 
                
 
by adjusting the number of stator – rotor sets NSR, the effective area of the capacitor plates
Aeff, the number of poles in each plate NPole and the distance between the plates d. The
results of the energy optimisation study will be addressed in Chapter 6. The optimised
capacitor design is given in Figure 5.12. Both the stator and the rotor are divided into eight
sets of sector-shaped plates, with each set consisting of an array of parallel plates separated
by air as the dielectric material. Using an array of capacitor plates increases the effective area
and thus capacitance value increases. Since there are eight sector-shaped plates, this
capacitor is called an eight-pole capacitor.
Figure 5.12: AutoCAD model of the eight-pole variable capacitor
The capacitance variation of this capacitor depends on modifying the effective area of the
plates as a function of the angle of rotation. The effective area is a critical parameter for
computing the minimum and maximum capacitance. The maximum and minimum effective
areas of the capacitor shown in Figure 5.12 are determined by:
1 2 2A  N   (r  r ) (5.9)eff max Pole 3 12 
A  N  1  (r 2  r 2 ) (5.10)eff min Pole 3 22 






           
 
              
                     
                     
              
              
            
                
     
 
            
 
               
 
         
 





































1.582×10 9 8.913×10 10 1.251×10 11
- -1.078×10 25 2.526×10 25
Figure 5.13: Stator and rotor of the eight-pole variable capacitor
Using equations 5.8, 5.9 and 5.10, the theoretical value of the capacitance variation with
angular position was calculated for the eight-pole capacitor when r1 = 10 mm, r2 = 40 mm,
r3 = 45 mm, NPole = 8, NSR = 50 and d = 1 mm. Figure 5.14 presents the result of this
calculation, indicates that the theoretical capacitance varies from a maximum of 2.56 nF to a
minimum of 0.61 nF. These theoretical capacitance values can then be processed using a
MATLAB curve fitting tool to obtain a mathematical expression of capacitance in terms of
angular position. This indicated that of the best fit is a Fourier polynomial of degree 3. The
resulting capacitance is expressed by:
C  = a  + ∑  a  cos(iωt) + b  sin(iωt) (5.11)
Where  = 0.1396 rad/sec and ai, bi values are listed in Table 5.1.
Table 5.1: Parameters of capacitance variation with angular position
i 0 1 3
ai 
- - - 1.015×10-10 
bi 







        
 
     
 
             
             
                
             
               
              
               
             
            
            
               
        
 
                 
                
               
                  
 
Figure 5.14: Theoretical capacitance variations with angular position
5.4.3 Multi-pole capacitor array (MPCA)
Simulation testing of the optimised eight pole capacitor proved that, although wind energy in
the environment is boundless, only small portions of energy can be drawn at a time, which
means the actual harvested power is low. This happens due to the limitation on the maximum
number of poles per capacitor, which restricts capacitance variation in each single rotation.
To improve the efficiency of wind energy harvesting and the capability of the capacitor to
draw more energy packets, a discrete multi-pole variable capacitor can be divided into an
array of small capacitors. Figure 5.15 (a) and (b) illustrates two types of multi-pole capacitor:
discrete and array. An MPCA has various advantages over a discrete multi-pole capacitor: it 
can operate at lower wind speeds, harvest more energy per revolution (because the small 
circumference of individual capacitors means less time elapses to complete one harvesting
cycle); it can harvest energy even if one or more capacitors are not working, is suitable for
integrated circuit fabrication and uses space more efficiently.
Figure 5.16 demonstrates the theoretical variation of an MPCA with NC = 4, where NC is the
number of multi-pole capacitors in the array. The idea is to utilise space in smaller capacitors
rather than one large capacitor. The overall capacitance of the four small capacitors in Figure





         
            
            
 
 
                                                       
 








Simulations were conducted using Matlab/ Simulink to determine the amount of electrical 
energy that can be harvested using the multi-pole capacitor and capacitor array at various
wind speeds. The results of this simulation are given in Chapter 6.
(a) (b)
Figure 5.15: Types of multi-pole capacitor: (a) single variable capacitor; (b) MPCA





         
 
                
           
                
               




         
 
                
                 
               
              
             
            
              
               
               
                 
            
               
                 
             
5.4.4 LC to LC inductive energy transfer circuit
As described in Chapter 4, the LC to LC energy transfer circuit is a simple circuit with low
energy losses and high energy harvesting efficiency (Torres et al. 2009a). Furthermore, it 
uses the same storage device for pre-charging and storing of the harvested energy. The LC to
LC circuit shown in Figure 5.17 operates in a voltage-constrained mode with three phases to
complete the energy harvesting cycle, as shown in Figure 4.9 in Chapter 4.
Figure 5.17: LC to LC inductive energy transfer circuit
In theory, this method of energy transfer is a lossless transaction (Torres et al. 2009a). The
energy is transferred from the battery to the inductor and Cvar through sw1 and sw2. Once the
voltage reaches its maximum and Cvar changes from Cmax to Cmin, the harvesting phase starts
with current passing from Cvar back to the battery through sw3. The transaction is lossless
because the inductor is energized from the battery through sw1so, while energizing the
inductor, the current rises and voltage remains very low throughout the entire energizing
phase. In the same way, de-energizing the inductor to the variable capacitor keeps the
voltage across sw2 very low. During the harvesting phase, both sw1 and sw2 shut off, which
means there are no losses during harvesting phase. The main target of the pre-charge phase is
to deliver no more or less than the initial invested energy, as described in Chapter 4. Thus,
reducing losses during this phase is very important. Although the pre-charge circuit is not 
completely free of energy losses in real life applications due to losses from the switching
devices and the parasitic effect, these losses are all limited to a small fraction of the entire






              
 
                               
 
               
      
 
                                                                                                                           
 
                 
                
            
 
              
             
                 
              
              
       
 
                                        
 
                          
 
                                                   
 
            
           
           
During charging of L and Cvar, the energy invested at the beginning is given by:
2E  C V 1 cos(  t) (5.12)LC var(max) Bat LC 
where ωLC is the resonant frequency. Thus, ELC reaches Einv when [1 − cos (  )] is equal




This means that sw1 should allow the battery to energize L and C until Cvar charges to 0.5
VBat. After that, sw2 should allow L to finish charging Cvar to VBat. The total pre-charge time
(energizing and de-energizing) is thus double the time given in (5.13).
In the harvesting phase, Cvar decreases from maximum to minimum capacitance due to the
rotational motion. This drives the harvesting current and energy to the battery. The simplest
way to transfer the charge back to the battery is to use a MOSFET switch because, despite
the voltage drop across the transistor, it more closely resembles an ideal switch, except that it
requires a control circuit to control it (Torres et al. 2009b). The harvested charge, current,
energy and charge are given, respectively, by:
Q C Vharv var Bat I  =  (5.14)t tharv harv 
2 (5.15)E  = VBat I harv (t)dt  Cvar VBat 
Q  = ∆C V  (5.16)
The reset phase is started by dis-engaging all three switches, while the capacitor is left open-
circuited. When it increases from minimum to maximum in charge-constrained mode, it





                                            
 
               
              
                   
            
       
 
      
 
              
           
           
            
           
              
 
           
              
           
                
            
            
               
                 
              
               
            
              
             
               







In this case, the capacitor retains recovered energy that does not return to the battery so this
energy is lost. However, this can actually increase the overall energy gain of the harvesting
system because changes in VC are a good indicator of the state of Cvar so it can detect when C
reaches its maximum capacitance. This simplifies the operation and reduces the complexity
of the control circuit and capacitance sensing system.
5.4.5 Harvester controller
The controller is the main part of the harvester system. In the electrostatic-based wind energy
harvesting system, the controller is responsible for several functions. First, it monitors
maximum and minimum capacitance. Second, it sends control signals to operate the
switching devices. Third, it sends information about harvesting time and wind speed to the
RF transmitter. Generally, extreme low power XLP microcontrollers are recommended for
energy harvesting applications as they are efficient with low energy losses (Ivey 2009).
Since capacitance value is an important factor in starting the pre-charge, harvest and reset 
phases, the harvester controller is needed to measure the capacitance. The main method for
measuring capacitance is to use the internal comparator of the microcontrollers. The
comparator can be used to build the RC oscillator, as described in Chapter 4. The main
reasons for using the microcontroller’s comparator for the oscillator circuit are that it has a
better comparator than many dedicated comparator ICs and that its output has good push-pull 
low resistance FETs. As explained in Chapter 4, the frequency of the output signal value
depends on the values of the resistor and capacitor of the oscillator circuit. As Cvar varies, the
controller measures the time period very precisely. Then a simple calculation is performed to
scale the time period to a specific capacitance value. If the controller detects the maximum
capacitances range, it sends a signal to start the pre-charge and harvest phase. When the
range of minimum capacitances is detected, the harvest phase ends and the rest phase starts.
During the harvesting cycle, the microcontroller produces three control signals, S1, S2 and





                  
              
                
         
               








              
 
               
              
During the pre-charge phase, a control signal S1 goes high in order to close sw1 for a short
time period, calculated using equation (5.12). After a small delay, control signal S2 goes
high to close sw2 in order to continue charging Cvar. The delay is included between every
switching transition to prevent short-circuit conditions and high peaking voltages. Control
signal S3 then goes high to start the harvesting of energy by closing sw3. Figure 5.19
demonstrates the operation cycle of the harvester with three control signals.
Figure 5.18: LC to LC energy transfer circuit with S1, S2 and S3 control signals
Figure 5.19: Operation cycle of the harvester with S1, S2 and S3 control signals
The final role of the controller is to operate and send information to the RF transmitter.





            
               
              
           
 
               
             
                




       
starting the pre-charge phase. Once minimum capacitance is detected, it sends another signal
to the transmitter before starting the reset phase. As long as wind is available, the transmitter
keeps sending trigger signals to the receiver side, which will then calculate the time taken
between the two trigger signals and calculate the detected wind speed.
The flow chart in Figure 5.20 summarises the operation of the controller used in the
electrostatic-based wind energy harvesting system. Tsleep is the time period of the controller
sleep mode; TEnergize is the time required to charge the inductor L; TD-energize is the time
required to discharge the inductor L to Cvar.





    
 
              
           
             
           
           
   
          
              
            
                
              
                  
           
              
            




                                                                                           
 
            
   
 
5.5 RF TRANSMITTER
Self-powered autonomous sensors are needed in order to site wind speed sensors in remote
areas or hazardous environments that may not be easily accessible for replacing or
recharging the devices’ batteries. Otherwise, such sensors will fail to operate once the
batteries’ energy is exhausted. Electrostatic-based wind energy harvesters provide a suitable
way to power miniaturized autonomous wind speed sensor, weather, moisture, humidity,
temperature, pollution, etc...
Significant developments by microcontrollers and RF circuit manufactures have helped in
reducing the power consumption of both working and the standby modes for these devices.
A wireless sensor node generally consists of four blocks: sensor, microcontroller, radio
transmitter and power source. The power consumption of the sensor node is typically 1 µW -
50 mW, as shown in Figure 5.21. The total amount of power needed to perform a typical 
measurement and data transmission is 5 µW – 1 mW (50 – 500 µJ) depending on the type of
sensor and RF device. Unfortunately, electrostatic energy harvesters cannot supply the
sensor with power continuously. However, the harvested energy can be stored in a battery
before being used to perform measurement and transmission functions as soon as enough
energy is available. The system then returns to sleep mode to wait for a new cycle (Boisseau
et al. 2012).
This item has been removed due to 3rd Party Copyright. The unabridged 
version of the thesis can be viewed in the Lanchester Library Coventry 
University.
(a) (b)
Figure 5.21: Wireless sensor node (a) Blocks and (b) Power consumption





          
                
             
 
 
            
               
              
           
            
            
 
 
             
                
               
                
           
              
             
        
 
                                                                    
 
          
  
This research demonstrates a useful application using an RF transmitter that transmits
information about wind speed to a base station by modulating radio waves to carry data. The
transmitter device is connected to the microcontroller, which provides the data to be
transmitted.
The performance of the RF transmitter depends on many factors including transmission
power. Increasing power permits more data in total to be transmitted over a longer distance
However, the greater electrical power required reduces the operating life of the battery while
transmission faces more interference, although performance can be improved by using
matched antennas. Effective operational distance is generally reduced by obstacles such as
walls, floors or metal constructions that absorb radio wave signals (Kennnedy & Davis
1992).
The RF transmitter used with the wind harvester is a low-power AM transmitter (AM-RT4-
433FR) (Tan et al. 2007) that is very simple to operate, uses little current (typically 4 mA,)
consumes low power, its operating voltage is between 2 - 14 V, can transmit data at 4KHz
and its range of wireless link is 100+ meters. Data can be supplied directly from a
microcontroller or encoding device, thus using fewer components, which keeps hardware
costs low. Figure 5.22 shows a photograph and schematic diagram of the RF transmitter
(Farnell.com 2006). As the flow chart of the controller shows, triggering signals are sent to
the RF transmitter to transmit information wirelessly about wind speed.
(a) (b)
This item has been removed due to 3rd 
Party Copyright. The unabridged version of 
the thesis can be viewed in the Lanchester 
Library Coventry University.
This item has been removed due to 3rd Party Copyright. The unabridged version of the 
thesis can be viewed in the Lanchester Library Coventry University.






              
               
               
               
                
             
            
               
                
 
         
 
 










    
 
     
 
        
 
 
             
              
              




The electrical energy consumed by the RF transmitter depends on the amount of digital data
bits being transmitted. Each 12 bits require 20 msec for transmission. During the active time,
the transmitter must be supplied with at least 3.3 V and a current of 4 mA, while it consumes
almost no energy during the idle time. The average power and energy consumed by the RF
transmitter are approximately 13.2 mW and 132 µJ respectively as shown in Table 5.2. The
total power practicality required for one digital 12-bit data word is 167 µJ under the
assumption that there are some other power losses during the entire transmission time
(around 35 µJ) (Tan et al. 2007). For example, if 4 packets of 12-bit data are transmitted,
total energy required is 668 µJ. The testing of the RF transmitter is reported in Chapter 6.








10 msec 3.3V 4 mA
13.2 mW 132 uJIdle time
10 msec 3.3V 0 mA
5.6 SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM OF THE ELECTROSTATIC BASED WIND
HARVESTER
The schematic diagram of the complete harvester, highlighting the main parts required is
shown in Figure 5.23. The system consists of the variable capacitors Cvar, the capacitance
detector circuit, the controller, the LC to LC energy transfer circuit and the RF transmitter.







          
 
   
 
               
               
              
                 
                
             
              
                
              
            
             
              
            
   
Figure 5.23: Schematic diagram of the electrostatic-based wind harvester
5.7 SUMMARY
This chapter presented the design of a novel energy harvesting system along with details of
the sub-systems used. A micro wind turbine was selected for the wind harvester based on
previous research by (Leung et al. 2010), and following a theoretical torque analysis. Results
from the analysis indicate that, in order to rotate the rotor of the capacitor, it is necessary for
the turbine torque TT to be greater than
 
T . The chapter then considered two types of
multi-pole capacitor: discrete and array. Both capacitors were described in details with a
special focus on the advantages of the array type. The chapter described the energy transfer
using an LC to LC energy transfer circuit and the controller operation along with the flow
chart. In the proposed system, the harvester’s controller is used for monitoring maximum and
minimum capacitance, sending control signals to operate the switching devices and sending
information about harvesting time and wind speed to the RF transmitter. The chapter then
discussed which type of RF transmitter to be selected in order to ensure efficient data












             
            
              
              
            
         
         
 
          
            
           
 
       
 
            
             
             
            
         
           
 
              
               
                
CHAPTER 6
SIMULATION MODELLING, PROTOTYPE TESTING AND RESULTS 
6.1 INTRODUCTION
In the previous chapter, a novel wind-based electrostatic harvester was proposed along with
details of the sub-systems used. This chapter reports the simulation and experiments
necessary to test the wind harvester. The simulation involves the testing of the three phases
of the harvesting cycle (pre-charge, harvest and rest), testing of the multi pole capacitor,
capacitance and volume optimisation, testing of the multi-pole capacitor array and finally
energy optimisation. All simulations were performed using Matlab/ Simulink programs. The
chapter concludes by evaluating the results from the simulation.
The experiments involve recording, discussion and comparison of the capacitance
measurement of the prototypes, the charging and discharging of the capacitor during the pre-
charge phase, and testing of the complete harvester with RF transmitter.
6.2 SIMULATION OF THE ELECTROSTATIC HARVESTER
In principle, the harvester electrical system can be simulated using several software tools
such as Multisim or Spice. However, Matlab/Simulink was chosen as the simulation platform
because it is capable of accurately simulating the time-varying variable capacitor and the
switching devices. The simulation in this chapter was carried out using the Simscape
blockset, which includes electrical elements, sensors and sources (Mathworks.com n.d.).
These elements were used to realise the electrostatic converter circuit.
The complete Simulink model of the LC to LC energy transfer circuit and the variable
capacitor is given in Figure 6.1. In order to operate the Simulink model, three control signals,





             




       
 























       
 
              
           
               
               
               
         
 
was connected to the variable capacitor to simulate capacitance varying over time. The
values of the circuit parameters are shown in Table 6.1.
Figure 6.1: Simulink model of the electrostatic converter















7.4 100 2.5 0.6 100 100 0.18
To simplify the process and reduce simulation errors, the Simulink testing of the electrostatic
converter was divided into three stages to show pre-charge, harvest and reset phases
separately. The ranges of wind speed for the simulation were chosen according to the yearly
wind speed recorded in a sample area (Dubai international airport, Dubai, UAE), as shown in
Figure 6.2. For the simulation testing reported in the following sections, the range of wind





            
   
 
      
 
               
               
                  
                  
            
 
                
                  
               
              
  
 
                                                     
 
                 
             
This item has been removed due to 3rd Party Copyright. The unabridged 
version of the thesis can be viewed in the Lanchester Library Coventry 
University.
Figure 6.2: Average daily minimum (red), maximum (green), and average (black) wind
speed (Weatherspark.com 2012)
6.2.1 Simulation of the pre-charge phase
Figure 6.3 shows the Simulink model of the LC to LC pre-charger circuit. The pre-charge
phase starts when Cvar is at maximum capacitance. Thus, the capacitor used in the simulation
is a fixed capacitor with a value equivalent to Cmax. When S1 is high, sw1 closes to allow
charging of the inductor and capacitor. When S1 is low and S2 is high, sw1 opens and sw2
closes to allow charge to transfer from the inductor to the capacitor.
As the results of the pre-charge phase simulation in Figure 6.4 show, current I decreases to 0
A, capacitor voltage VC rises to VBat and the energy of the capacitor reaches 68 nJ at the end
of the pre-charge phase. The figure for energy produced by the simulation agrees with the
theoretical value of the maximum invested energy calculated in Chapter 5, which was given
earlier as:
 E  = C V (6.1) 
The simulation test case of Cmax = 2.5 nF and Vbat = 7.4, which gives an energy investment 







       
 
 
                                                                   
 
 
                                                                   
 
          
     
 
Figure 6.3: LC to LC pre-charger Simulink model
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 6.4: Pre-charge phase: (a) Current; (b) Voltage across Cmax; (c) Power of the





                  
             
                
               
             
           
 
 
         
 
      
 
               
             
               
             
          
 
             
                  
                 
              
   
Figure 6.5 shows the energy invested in R1, R2, L and Cmax. The main purpose of using the
pre-charger circuit is to charge the capacitor with the minimum energy investment from the
battery and minimum energy losses in both the resistors and the inductor. It can be seen from
the simulation results that, when the inductor is energizing and de-energizing, its energy L is
completely transferred to the capacitor while losses in the resistors are particularly low
because the time period for energizing and de-energizing is very short.
Figure 6.5: Energy invested in the resistors, inductor and capacitor
6.2.2 Simulation of the harvesting phase
Figure 6.6 presents the Simulink model of the LC to LC electrostatic converter during the
harvesting phase. The variable capacitor Cvar was connected directly to the battery through
switch sw3 controlled by signal S3. As Cvar changed from maximum 2.5 nF to the minimum
capacitance of 0.6 nF under a constant voltage of 7.4V, the harvesting current increased to
charge the battery, thereby increasing harvested energy.
Figure 6.7 and 6.8 plot the harvesting current and the harvested energy. The harvesting time
used was 14.1 msec, which corresponds to a wind speed of 10 m/sec. For wind speeds from 2
to 10 m/sec, a Matlab program was written, and the curve-fitting tool was used to find the








           
 







       
       
       
       
       
 
            
               
             
             
            
         
 
Figure 6.6: Harvesting phase of the LC to LC electrostatic converter






2 f(t) = -2.92×10-8 t + 2.5×10-9 70.7
4 f(t) = -5.84×10-8 t + 2.5×10-9 35.3
6 f(t) = -8.76×10-8 t + 2.5×10-9 23.6
8 f(t) = -1.16×10-7 t + 2.5×10-9 17.7
10 f(t) = -1.46×10-7 t + 2.5×10-9 14.1
The plots indicate that both the harvesting current and the harvested energy level are
acceptable (in nA and nJ scales). Both current and energy increased at the beginning of the
harvesting cycle. However, the harvested current decreased to 0 A at the end of the
harvesting time while energy stayed at the maximum. The average value of the harvested
current and the maximum harvested energy from the simulation agreed with the calculated





                                                      
 
                                                        
 
              
                








        




2E   CvarVBat (6.3)
Figures 6.9 shows the results of comparing the simulation and the calculated values of
current and energy gain for various wind speeds from a minimum of 2 m/sec to a maximum
of 10 m/sec.
Figure 6.7: Current during the harvesting phase







            
 
      
 
              
               
                   
        
 
                                                   
 
               
           
 
                 
                   
            
 
Figure 6.9: Comparison between simulated and calculated values of current and energy gain
6.2.3 Simulation of the reset phase
Figure 6.10 presents the Simulink model of the reset phase. During this phase, the capacitor
is left open-circuited. All three switches open when S1, S2 and S3 are low. Capacitance Cvar
increases from Cmin = 0.6 nF to Cmax = 2.5 nF while VC decreases from Vbat to Vc(min) .






The theoretical value of the minimum voltage was calculated to be 1.77 V, which agreed
with the value of 1.68 V produced by the simulation.
The plots shown in Figure 6.11 show a minimum voltage of VC = 1.68 V, which was
achieved when Cvar was at maximum capacitance. Note the harvesting time used was
14.1 msec, which corresponds to a wind speed of 10 m/sec.
















        
 
        
 
              
                
               
         
Figure 6.10: Reset phase of the LC to LC electrostatic converter
Figure 6.11: Capacitor voltage during the reset phase
6.2.4 Energy harvesting of the multi-pole capacitor
As described earlier in Chapter 5, a multi-pole capacitor is a variable capacitor comprising
rotor and stator, with each divided into a number of poles. The number of poles determines
the amount of capacitance variation within a single rotation. A multi pole capacitor can use a





             
             
               









          
 
 
Figure 6.12, 6.13, 6.14 and 6.15 show the harvested energy using multi-pole variable
capacitors. The variation of capacitance within one cycle of rotation and harvested energy
per cycle is recorded. The results indicate that the harvested energy increased with an
increase in the number of poles.
Figure 6.12: Harvested energy of a single pole capacitor NPole = 1











          
 
               
               
             
              
            
 
 
Figure 6.14: Harvested energy of four-pole capacitor NPole = 4
Figure 6.15: Harvested energy of eight-pole capacitor NPole = 8
Table 6.3 presents the harvested energy per cycle and the harvested energy per second at
various wind speeds. The results from Table 6.2 are plotted in Figure 6.16. The results
indicate that the harvested energy increased as the number of poles increased, while the
harvested energy gain in µJ/sec also increased at higher wind speeds. The simulation results














   
          
       
        
       
       
 
 
       
 
              
              
                 
               
               
                
                
      
Table 6.3: Harvested energy of multi-pole capacitors
NPole EHarv/cycle Harvested Energy (µJ/sec)
(µJ) 2 m/sec 4 m/sec 6 m/sec 8 m/sec 10 m/sec
1 0.104 0.73 1.47 2.20 2.94 3.67
2 0.208 1.47 2. 94 4.41 5.88 7.35
4 0.416 2.94 5.88 8.83 11.77 14.71
8 0.832 5.88 11.77 17.66 23.55 29.43
Figure 6.16: Harvested Energy of multi-pole capacitors
As observed previously, the amount of harvested energy increases as the number of poles in
a capacitor increases. A Matlab program was written to calculate and plot the optimum pole
number for a given variable capacitor attached to a gear box. The plots are shown in Figure
6.17. The maximum number of poles was calculated by finding the time required to complete
a rotation for the given variable capacitor at various wind speeds in the presence of increaser
gear box. The time was then divided by double the pre-charge time period given in Equation
(5.13) to find the maximum possible divisions per rotation which was then divided by 2 to





              
             
              
           
 
 
          
 
         
 
           
             
               
                
 
 
                    
 
           
              
              
         
Observation of the plots indicates that the maximum number of poles varies with wind speed
conditions and gear ratios. Increasing the number of poles beyond specified limits causes
leakage of the electrical field and increases the speed of capacitance variation, which means
the energizing and de-energizing time would be insufficient to pre-charge the capacitor.
Figure 6.17: Maximum number of poles in a multi-pole capacitor
6.2.5 Capacitance and volume optimisation of the multi-pole capacitor
Capacitance difference ∆ C  values are significant factor affecting the harvested energy
beside battery voltage, as given in equation (6.3). Thus, capacitance optimisation is required.
Capacitance is a function of angular position, area of the plates, gap between plates, number
of poles and number of stator-rotor sets, as explained in Chapter 5 and given by the
following:
Aeff ()C (N , A,d)  (2N 1)  (6.5)Var SR SR o r d 
Capacitance optimization was performed to observe the effect of these parameters on
capacitance difference. The results given in Figure 6.18 indicate that the highest ∆ C  can
be obtained when the effective area difference, and the number of stator-rotor sets is







        
 
            
                
     
 
                                                                 
 
                                         
 




      
Figure 6.18: Capacitance optimisation of the multi-pole capacitor
Capacitor volume is another important factor that needs to be taken into consideration before
fabrication. Since the capacitor’s shape is similar to a cylinder, as shown in Figure 6.19, its
volume can be calculated by:
Vol = πr h (6.6)
h = 2N w + (N  − 1)d (6.7)
where h is the height of the capacitor cylinder and w is the thickness of the individual plate.





               
             
 
 
            
                  
               





        
 
         
 
                
                
             
           
 
From equations 6.5 and 6.6, it can be seen that the capacitor’s volume is related directly to
the capacitance parameters. Thus, it is related to the amount of energy harvested per unit
volume.
Figure 6.20 illustrates the simulation results for the volume optimisation for different radius
values (20 mm – 80 mm) and gap distances between the plates (0.25 mm - 2 mm).The plots
are linear and show considerable volume changes for all bands of the selected NSR. The
maximum volume was obtained when NSR = 80, w = 1 mm, d = 2 mm and the radius was
75 mm.
Figure 6.20: Volume optimisation of the multi-pole capacitor
6.2.6 Simulation testing of the multi-pole capacitor array (MPCA)
This section reports on the testing and plotting of the harvested energy of the MPCA. The
simulation assumed that there were four capacitors in the array, were NC = 4. The testing was
completed in three stages: pre-charge, harvest and reset. Figures 6.21 and 6.22 present the







      
 
              
             
           
              
               
            
 
Figure 6.21: Pre-charge phase of the MPCA
Figure 6.23 shows the energy gain harvested at various wind speeds using the MPCA.
Several observations can be made from the results. First, the amount of energy harvested
using the MPCA is a considerable improvement compared to the discrete multi-pole
capacitor. Although the capacitance is the same, the energy harvested under the same wind
speed conditions is higher. For example, the energy harvested using an array of 10 capacitors






                                                                   
 




       
(a) (b)
Figure 6.22: MPCA: (a) Harvesting phase and (b) Reset phase





   
 
            
              
               
              
              
              
               
             
               
 
           
 
 
                
   
6.2.7 Energy optimisation
Figure 6.24, which reports the results of harvested energy optimization, indicates that more
energy is harvested with a higher-voltage battery but limited to maximum working voltage of
the capacitor, the type of the storage device and the maximum voltage of the target
application. Moreover, more energy can be harvested when more capacitors are used in the
array. The plots in Figure 6.25 indicate that the harvested energy could be increased by
modifying capacitance by increasing the number of capacitors in the array and reducing the
harvesting time, which means a higher speed of rotation that relates directly to wind speed.
Furthermore, the amount of harvested energy could be improved by increasing the number of
poles in the capacitor and the number of those capacitors in the array (Figure 6.26).
Figure 6.24: Energy optimisation for various battery voltages and capacitor arrays at 10
m/sec








              
       
 
        
 
            
           
                 
               
             
          
               
 
         
 
Figure 6.26: Energy optimisation for various numbers of poles in the capacitor and numbers
of capacitors in the array at 10 m/sec
6.2.8 Charging time of selected battery power systems
The development of silicon-based electronics with low power consumption has helped in
producing a broad variety of battery-powered portable, wearable and implantable devices.
The power consumptions of a range of these devices are shown in Table 6.4 (Vullers et al.
2009). Note that the power consumptions of these devices are reducing all the time with the
technological developments and could be reduced further in future. All these devices need
compact, low-cost and lightweight batteries which enable the required portability and energy
autonomy. Energy harvesters can be used a suitable choice to charge the batteries of these
devices.
Table 6.4: Selected battery power systems (Vullers et al. 2009)
This item has been removed due to 3rd Party Copyright. 
The unabridged version of the thesis can be viewed in 





              
          
              
            
            
             
                
              
              
        
 











   
     
        
            
            
              
            
             
          
          
             
             
 
        
     
           
            
            
Application
In order to evaluate the feasibility of the proposed wind harvesting system, the specifications
of selected battery powered devices were studied (Cellphoneshop.com 2014), (Atbatt.com
2014). The charging time in hours were calculated for various wind speed conditions. A
battery charge time calculator available online (Csgnetwork.com 2011) was used to perform
the calculation based on the simulation values of the harvested current per second. All 
calculations for efficiency loss were performed, no matter which battery was selected, using
the generally accepted efficiency loss of 20 %. This allowed the time required to charge the
batteries of various devices in different wind conditions to be estimated as given in Table
6.5. Note that all values are based on the simulation with the theoretical results not taking
into consideration losses during the energy harvesting cycle.






2 4 6 8 10
Charging time - Hours (h) Minutes (m)
3.7 1000 Nokia cell phone 18h 4h 30m 2h 1h 7m 43m
3.7 700 Ericson cell phone 12h 36m 3h 9m 1h 24m 47m 30m
3.7 800 Samsung cell phone 14h 24m 3h 36m 1h 36m 54m 34m
3.7 900 LG cell phone 16h 12m 4h 1h 48m 1h 38m
3.7 600 Panasonic phone 10h 48m 2h 42m 1h 12m 40m 26m
3.7 250 iPod 4h 30m 1h 7m 30m 17m 11m
3.7 2000 iPhone 36h 9h 4h 2h 15m 1h 26m
7.4 750 Canon NB-2LH camera 13h 30m 3h 22m 1h 30m 50m 32m
3.7 660 Olympus Li-42B camera 11h 53m 2h 58m 1h 19m 44m 28m
6.3 EXPERIMENTAL TESTING OF THE ELECTROSTATIC HARVESTER
6.3.1 Variable capacitor prototype
Various variable capacitor prototypes were fabricated for testing purposes. The first
prototype was originally fabricated and then designed using AutoCAD for effective area





             
            
              
   
 
             
                
                
               
                
            
             




         
 
              
              
                
              
               
                
                  
             
rotary multiple capacitors with micro wind turbine. Although the capacitor was found not
useful for harvesting maximum energy from wind but the experimental testing results helped
in putting the guidelines that lead to the design of the optimised structure proposed in
Chapter 5.
Figure 6.27 shows the AutoCAD model of the multi-pole rotary variable capacitor. The
capacitor is constructed from a rotor and a stator. The stator consists of eight sets of arrow
shaped plates. Each set consists of an array of nine plates separated by air. The rotor consists
of a set of nine rectangular rotating plates. The variable capacitor plates were made of
aluminium and the inner rod was made of stainless steel. Stainless steel was used due to the
great resistance to weather and corrosion and for the purpose of electrical conduction.
Aluminium was used because it is inexpensive material, highly conductive and can be easily
formed into the arrow and rectangular shaped plates.
Figure 6.27: First Prototype of a multi pole capacitor
The effective area of the capacitor plates were calculated using an AutoCAD area calculation
function. The stator consists of eight arrow shaped plates pointing to the centre. The arrow
shape of the stator plates was chosen to match the rectangular rotor plates in order to get 
maximum effective area as shown in Figure 6.28. The variable capacitor was modelled with
the initial angle of rotation set at 0 º. The maximum effective area was then measured by
applying a rotation of 1 ° recording the effective area and iteratively repeating the process for
360°. A sample of the process is shown in Figure 6.29 at an angle of 5°. The recorded data





         
             
             
           
 
 








calculated. The calculated capacitance provides theoretical values not considering any
parasitic or fringe effects. These effects can only be measured from the experimental testing
of the prototype. It can be added as an external constant capacitance parallel with the
calculated variable capacitor when simulated in Simulink (Torres et al. 2006).
Figure 6.28: Arrow shaped capacitor plate for the first prototype.





    
 
              
            
           
                  
                
             
                
           




           
 
          
             
              
             
            
                
6.3.2 Experimental setup
Two experiments were conducted to test the variable capacitor prototype and to validate the
AutoCAD simulation results. The experiment setups are shown in Figure 6.30. The first
experiment used a GW-INSTEK 816 LCR meter and an angular measurement disk to
measure the total capacitance at every 5 °of rotation. In order to rotate the rotor, a motor was
connected to it to provide a stable rotational motion. To verify the rotor position, a
measurement disk was attached to the stator. The LCR was then set to the fast automatic
mode to be able to measure the variation of capacitance values at every 5 °of rotation. The
second experiment uses a digital storage oscilloscope GWINSTEK GDS 2102 and a pulse
generator to test the transient response of the variable capacitor.
Figure 6.30: Experimental setup for capacitance measurement for the first prototype
Results of capacitance measurement indicated a sinusoidal relation between the angular
position and the capacitance as shown in Figure 6.31. Moreover, the experimental result
showed a higher capacitance than obtained using AutoCAD with a maximum difference of
39 pF. To get the mathematical expression of the capacitance in terms of the angular
position, the simulation and experimental data points were processed using a Matlab





           
            
 
             
 
             
 
            
 
                                                                         
 
 
         
 
                  
          
             
              
              
                
   
 
Fourier polynomial of degree 1. The resultant capacitance Fourier polynomials for both the
AutoCAD capacitance Ccad and the experiment Cexp are given by (Abdulmunam et al. 2013):
C  = 37.19 + 40.92 cos(0.1385 x) − 2.08 sin(0.1385 x) (6.8)
C  = 75.91 + 34.96 cos(0.1386 x) − 2.03 sin(0.1386 x) (6.9)
From (6.8) and (6.9) the difference Cdiff can be written as follows:
C  = C  − C  (6.10)
Figure 6.31: Results for the prototype capacitance variations
The prototype capacitor was connected to a pulse generator of 2.5 V and a resistor of 10 kΩ
to test the capacitance charging and discharging transient time. Results of the experiment 
were plotted as shown in Figure 6.32 and 6.33 accordingly. Experimental results indicated
that the settling time is 8.8 µsec at Cmax and 5.5 µsec at Cmin. While the theoretical 
calculations indicated that the settling time is 5.5 µsec at Cmax and 2 µsec at Cmin. The small 








           
 
 
         
 
            
            
           
              
           
              
                 
              
              
             
              
               
Figure 6.32: Experimental result of the transient response when C is at Cmax 
Figure 6.33: Experimental result of the transient response when C is at Cmin 
As the results indicated, there are slight differences between the simulation and the
experiment results. This is due to the manufacturing tolerances, the fringe capacitance and
the system parasitic capacitance. The parasitic capacitance is an additional capacitance
formed between the capacitor poles and any close by conductors (Wu et al. 2009). This
causes a considerable increase in the capacitance value at different angular positions (Torres
et al. 2010). The fringe effect is caused by the sharp edges of the multi-pole variable
capacitor plates which cause bending of the electric field lines at the edges of the plates. As a
result, the flux is not properly linked with the second plate as it is moving in rotational 
motion which leads to additional small fringe capacitance to be added in parallel to the
variable capacitor (Hammer 2010). The parasitic capacitance of the prototype was caused by
the lack of isolation of the devices from the physical surrounding while taking the





              
             
           
            
                 
               
            
               
            
           
 
             




           
 
              
             
            
                 
            
                 
                
               
pF although it was shielded cables. The capacitance of the prototype was compared with five
different types of variable capacitors used for energy harvesting from previous studies. The
result of the comparison was found to be consistent indicating that the variable capacitor
performance was satisfactory in terms of capacitance variation and the maximum energy
which could be harvested. A summary of the results is given in Table 6.6. However the main
drawback of this prototype is that the number and the shape of rectangular rotor plates are
not completelymatching with the stator plates thus the maximum capacitance variation ΔCvar 
are not achieved within a single rotation. As mentioned previously in Chapter 5, the ΔCvar is
one of the main parameters that affect the amount of harvested energy during the harvesting
cycle. Therefore, an optimised capacitor structure was proposed in Chapter 5.
Table 6.6: Comparison of various types of variable capacitor used in electrostatic harvesters
(Abdulmunam et al. 2013)
This item has been removed due to 3rd Party Copyright. The unabridged version of the 
thesis can be viewed in the Lanchester Library Coventry University.
6.3.3 Test setup of electrostatic harvester with the RF transmitter
Figure 6.34 shows the schematic diagram of the electrostatic based wind energy harvester.
The circuit consists of variable capacitor, an LC to LC energy transfer circuit, PIC
microcontroller, RF transmitter circuit and a storage device. The variable capacitor is moved
by either applying wind to the attached micro wind turbine or by using a DC motor to
confirm the presence of a constant rotational speed for experimental testing purposes. The
capacitor is then pre-charged from a lithium-ion battery pack of 4.2 V through the LC to LC
circuit. Next energy is harvested and sent to the battery. Before the start and the end of the





               
           
              
             




         
 
             
                  
                 
              
 
The experiment setup is to show the basic operation of the harvester which is controlled by
the PIC microcontroller. The variable capacitor was connected permanently to the digital 
storage oscilloscope to capture the charging and the discharging of the capacitor during the
harvesting cycle. The RF transmitter used is AM-RT4-433FR connected to the 16F82A PIC
microcontroller through 2N7000 transistor.
Figure 6.34: Experimental setup of the electrical part of the harvester
A photograph of the electrostatic harvester experimental setup in the electronics laboratory is
shown in Figure 6.35 (a) and (b). The physical dimension of the capacitor is 85 mm × 145
mm × 85 mm. When wind blows at the harvester, DC current is generated and directed into














           
           
 
              
             
   
  
   







Figure 6.35: Photograph of the electrostatic based wind energy harvester (a) Second
prototype of the variable capacitor and (b) the electrical circuit of the harvester
The capacitance was measured using the GW-INSTEK 816 LCR meter as shown in Figure





                 
            








           
 
              
             
168 pF and 430 pF. The capacitor second prototype used is a two pole capacitor capable of
harvesting energy twice within a single rotation. The results of the capacitance measurement 
are shown in Figure 6.37.
Figure 6.36: LCR meter and the variable capacitor prototype
Figure 6.37: Capacitance variation with angular position for the prototype device
The sensor used for monitoring the capacitance in this setup is an inductive proximity




             
                 
              
         
 
              
               
                 
              
                 
              
           







            
 
controller to start the pre-charge phase followed by the harvesting and the reset phases.
Before the start and the end of the harvesting cycle, the PIC sends signals to the RF
transmitter. The data is then displayed on the digital storage oscilloscope to calculate the
wind speed that would be detected by the receiver.
Referring to Figure 6.38 (a), the voltage across the capacitor was captured for many
harvesting cycles. The time of the pre-charge phase was set in micro seconds while the time
of the harvesting phase was measured in msec according to the speed of rotation. As soon as
the capacitor reaches the maximum voltage, the harvesting phase starts and then the voltage
across the capacitor starts to decrease to the minimum voltage of 1.32 V in 355 msec. After
that, the cycle starts again. The capacitor voltage was measured using the digital storage










                
              
             
          
 
              
                
                
               
                 
               
                 
          
            
              
               
             
               




        
 
The amount of harvested current measured was 0.068 µA which was calculated to be
0.0755 µA (percentage error of 9.9%) while in simulation it was measured as 0.0740 µA
(percentage error of 8.1%). The similar results of the calculated, simulated and measured
data give confidence in the accuracy of the experiment.
The energy required by the RF transmitter depends on the data being transmitted. As
mentioned earlier the transmission time required for 12 bits of data is around 20 msec. For
the purpose of this experiment, the active time of transmission is set to 1 msec therefore the
power consumed by the RF transmitter during this time will only be considered. The trigger
signal for 1 msec sent by the controller is an indication of the starting point of the harvesting
cycle as illustrated in Figure 6.39 which shows the waveform of the data at the RF
transmitter end. The data would be used to calculate the wind speed by measuring the time
between two consecutive pulses. The experimental results have verified that the RF
transmitter is able to successfully transmit data. However, the energy required for the
transmission is higher than the harvested energy during one cycle. Thus the harvested energy
must be stored in a storage capacitor before being used to perform transmission functions as
soon as enough energy is available. Moreover, further improvements to the capacitor
structure, the control mechanism and the battery type are essential to be able to use energy
harvested by the electrostatic harvester efficiently to transmit data in a wireless manner.







            
             
               
             
            
              
               
               
               
           
             
                 
           
            
              
                
            
            
           
              
             
                 








This chapter described the various simulation and experiments necessary to test the wind
harvester. The simulation involved the testing of the pre-charge, harvest and the rest phase,
the testing of one, two, four and eight multi pole capacitors, the energy harvested using the
various capacitors, the capacitance and volume optimisation, the testing of the MPCA and
finally the energy optimisation. Results from the simulation were discussed and compared.
The experiments involved the testing of two capacitor prototypes and the testing of basic
operation of a complete harvester with the RF transmitter. The first prototype of the variable
capacitor was tested using the LCR meter. An AutoCAD model was used to calculate the
effective area between the stator and the rotor. After that, the total capacitance variation with
angular position was determined using Matlab. Simulation results showed a capacitance
variation between 83 pF to 0 pF while the experimental measurements show that the
capacitance of the device varies from 110 pF to 39 pF due to the presence of parasitic
capacitance. The simulation transient response test showed that the settling time for the
capacitor at maximum is 5.5 µsec and at minimum it is 2 µsec while the experimental 
transient response showed that the settling time for the capacitor at maximum is 8.8 µsec and
at minimum it is 5.5 µsec. The second prototype was attached to a gear box and a micro
wind turbine to convert mechanical energy to electrical energy. The variable capacitor was
then connected to the electronic circuit that consist of the energy transfer circuit, the PIC
microcontroller, the RF transmitter circuit and the storage device. The harvested energy
measured can be increased if a better prototype is constructed, perhaps using the MPCA
model. A better controlling mechanism is required such as the XLP microcontroller with
sleep mode could be used to successfully transmit the data in a wireless manner and a better







    
 
             
            
              
           
            
     
 
   
 
            
            
           
             
               
            
    
 
              
           
            
              
              
            
            
        
 
          
             
CHAPTER 7
CONCLUSION AND FURTHER WORK 
This thesis has been concerned with the design of an electrostatic-based wind energy
harvester. The wind harvester consists of two main sub-systems (the wind-capturing device
and the electrostatic converter). In order to design an optimised harvester system, it is
necessary to understand how each subsystem operates individually and the relationship
between them. This chapter describes the technical contributions and achievements of the
work presented in this thesis.
7.1 CONCLUSION
This thesis focused on wind energy harvesting using an electrostatic converter. First, it 
introduced energy harvesting systems and reviewed three main types of mechanical energy
converters to determine the most suitable converter for wind energy harvesting. The
electrostatic converters were selected based on the advantages of these converters over the
other types; they are compact, sensitive to low level mechanical energy, easier to integrate in
small scale systems, not requiring smart materials, simple to fabricate, inexpensive and simply
structured using less circuitry.
A literature review of the electrostatic energy harvesters was presented for various types of
variable capacitor structures and energy conversion mechanisms. This review of previous
work helped in establishing general design considerations, including all the factors affecting
the design of the harvester. These design factors also helped in developing the design
procedure to be used in designing an electrostatic device for wind energy harvesting. The
thesis then discussed the operating principles of an electrostatic-based wind energy harvester
by providing the theoretical background for the capturing device, variable capacitor, energy
transfer circuits, capacitance sensing circuits and controlling systems.
Novel electrostatic energy harvesters were then designed and simulated using Simulink / 





            
             
             
          
                  
              
             
            
             
             
    
 
           
           
           
            
             
             
               
              
               
            
           
               
             
  
 
           
             
          
            
             
               
              
maximum power output from wind energy using the capacitive converter. The choice of
capacitor structure depends on the optimum design to harvest maximum energy from the
wind. This study found that a multi-pole variable capacitor was the optimum model since it 
can operate with rotational mechanical energy, produces the greatest net energy gain, and
can be modified by adding more poles or using an array of capacitors. As a result, this study
was able to propose a novel design of multi-pole capacitor array that can produce more
energy than a single variable capacitor. The proposed capacitors were simulated to determine
the amount of energy harvested under various wind speed conditions. The simulation results
were within very low margin of error compared to theoretical calculations. The complete
harvester system was then evaluated in order to offer recommendations to improve the
overall system’s performance and efficiency.
This work makes several major contributions to the literature concerning wind energy
harvesting. First, it developed general design considerations and a design procedure for
producing an electrostatic energy harvester. It revealed five factors that influence the design
of the harvester: type of mechanical energy, variable capacitor structure, variable capacitor
material, energy transfer strategy and type of storage device. The design procedure was
developed based on these factors. The type of mechanical energy was first selected according
to the energy source and type of capturing devices. After that, a variable area capacitor
structure was chosen. Aluminium was preferred for the capacitor plate material based on cost
and precision factors. With regard to the energy transfer strategy, this study found that the
decision depends on the mode of operation, with either a voltage-constrained or charge-
constrained system, inductive energy transfer circuits were found most suitable for the
harvester. Finally, the lithium ion battery or super capacitor could be selected as the storage
device due to the short charging time, relatively low self-discharge rates and low
maintenance requirements.
This study’s second main contribution is that it investigated the possibility of harvesting
wind energy using the electrostatic approach. Based on the design factors and design
procedure, it was possible to develop a novel electrostatic-based wind energy harvester,
providing detailed explanation and mathematical analysis of the block diagram and operation
cycle. In this design, the harvesting cycle starts by converting wind energy into rotational 
energy using a micro wind turbine. This energy is then fed into a multi-pole variable





             
           
               
         
                 
             
       
 
               
            
              
            
           
             
            
              
               
            
               
              
          
               
                  
      
 
      
 
            
      
 
              
          
            
easily formed into sector-shaped capacitor plates. The capacitor is then connected to an
inductive LC to LC energy transfer circuit that conducts the additional harvested energy into
a Li-Ion battery. The energy produced can be stored in the battery to power small
permanently operational devices, located in relatively inaccessible places, while consuming
just a few milli or micro watts. For the purposes of this research, the selected application was
a low power independent wind speed sensor that sent wind speed data to an RF transmitter
proposed and demonstrated with an experimental setup.
The third contribution of this thesis was to determine the optimal design for the electrostatic
harvester. First, various inductive energy transfer circuits were compared to identify the most 
efficient energy transfer strategy. The optimized circuit was found to be the LC to LC circuit.
Second, capacitance optimisation was carried out. The optimised capacitor chosen was a
multi-pole variable capacitor that improves the capability of energy harvesting during one
cycle. A multi-pole capacitor array MPCA was proposed and demonstrated. Such an array
has many valuable characteristics for improving the amount of harvested energy. The results
from this study indicated that energy harvesting could be increased by modifying the number
of poles, the number of capacitors in the array or the battery voltage. Energy optimisation
was then used to determine the optimum effective energy and corresponding device
parameters. These results also helped to identify the amount of wind speed data that could be
transmitted via the RF transmitter. The energy estimates provide enough power to operate an
RF transmitter to transmit information using wireless technology. A typical RF transmitter
consumes 132 µJ to transmit data in 10 msec (13.2 mW). For example, if the harvested
energy is 1,320 µJ at certain values of Aeff, d, NPole, NSR and VBat then the energy would be
enough to transmit data for 100 msec.
7.2 SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER WORK
This thesis suggests several possible avenues of research that remain open for further
exploration. These will now be discussed.
This study focused on the design of an optimised electrostatic harvester using a multi-pole
variable capacitor array (MPCA). However, experimental testing was not performed using





             
             
                
               
             
             
                
             
 
             
           
            
              
             
 
 
              
            
                
             
             









converted wind into electrical energy, there are certainly many parameters and design factors
that could be manipulated to improve the efficiency of wind energy harvesting. For example,
an array of small micro wind turbine connected to the MPCA could be used in various
applications for battery charging purposes. Once the device is placed in a windy location, the
micro turbines would rotate to allow the MPCA to convert mechanical into electrical power.
Thus future research could move towards building and testing a harvester that follows the
optimisation results of this study, using micro wind turbines linked to an MPCA that can be
used to power sophisticated wireless sensor nodes to send various types of data.
This study tested the electrical component of the harvester system on a vero-board using off-
the-shelf components and a programmable controller. The performance of the converter
circuit could be improved in the future by fabricating the semiconductor switches, inductors
and the capacitance sensing components onto silicon chip with a super capacitor as storage
device. This would be another major research project that could increase the efficiency of the
overall system.
This study restricted the simulation and experimental testing of the harvester to certain wind
conditions under the assumption that wind speed is constant during the harvesting cycles.
However, in real life, wind speed is variable so the harvester proposed here needs to be
tested in a wind tunnel to provide more accurate and realistic results. Furthermore,
interfacing the harvester system with the storage devices of various applications should be
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APPENDIX A 
ENERGY TRANSFER CIRCUITS
LC to LC energy transfer circuit mathematical analysis
Stage 1
V  = V  + V  + V  






V  = iR + L 
 + V
 





From (A.2) and (A.3):
V  = LC 
 + RC  + Vc  
or :
̈ +  ̇ + 
 
= 
    
Taking Laplace transform of (A.4) for VC: 
 ( ) = 
 
.   
 
 Let  = and 2ζ  = √   
(A.4)
 = 0.5  √  
√  
( ) =  1 − 
  
 













                                                                    
 
          
       




where: ∅ = 
From (A.3) and (A.5):
( ) =   
−1 
= .     1 −  cos (  1 −  + ∅)   1 − 
−  sin(  1 −  + ∅)   
 
cos ∅ = = 
 
1 −  
sin ∅ = = 1 − 
 
Let 1 −  =  
∴ ( ) =     
1 − 
[sin(  + ∅) cos ∅ − cos(  + ∅) sin ∅]
  ∴ ( ) = ∙ ∙ sin(  + ∅ − ∅)
√1 −  




For small damping:  ≪ 1 ∴  ≈ 0
Thus equation (A.6) can be simplified to:
( ) ≈   sin(  ) (A.7)
Using (A.9):
  




  =   
 = 2 ( ) 






      
                                                                                             
   
  
                                                                                        
                                                                                                       




                                                                        





  ≅ 
1 
[1 − sin(  + ∅)] => 1 − 2 ≈ 1 ℎ
  ≅ 1
 
  = [1 − cos( )] (A.8)
  




  =  ( ) 
 
= 2 ( )  
 
  ≈ 
 
 
(  + )  sin ( ) (A.9)
 
  = sin   
  
  =  . ≈  (  + )  sin   
  
since cos 2  = 1 − 2 sin  
1






 −   ≅ R(  + )  ∫ (
 cos 2 )
   
  ≅ 
 (  + )   − sin 2   (A.10)
From (A.8) and (A.9):
1 1   +   = [1 − cos ]  +  sin  2 2 
1 
  +   = [(1 − cos )  + sin  ]2 
1 
  +   = [1 + cos   − 2 cos  + sin  ]2 
1 





                                                                                            
                                                          
 
   
             
  
    
    
         
 
  
                                                                                                                                                 
                                                                                                             
                                                                                                                             
 
 
                                                                                                        
     
 
  
      
 [1 − cos ]  +  =
  At t =  ,   +   1 − cos ==      (A.11)
Summary of assumptions:
1) Negligible damping , i.e , zeta = ζ ≅ 0 Thus cos  ζ = cos  0 = 90°
2)   ≈ 1
3) 1 −  ≈ 1
4) sin ( 1 −  + ∅)  ≅ sin (  + 90°)
 5) If t=    +   =    
Stage 2
V  + V  + V  = 0
iR + L  + V  = 0 




dt + LC 
d Vc 









Solution using the Laplace transform: 
 1
( ) − ( ) − . (0) + ( ) − . (0)  + 
 
( ) = 0
 
 1  +  +  ( ) = (0) + . (0) + (0)
  








     
  
   
   
                                                                                                
                                                                                                    
                                                                                                    
                                                                                                    




    
  
   
 + 
∴ ( ) = 
 + 
 
 +  
 
From Laplace inverse table :
 + 
ℒ  =  cos (  + )  +  
ℒ  =  sin (  + )  +  
Solving for VC:
( ) (̇ ) ( )
V (s) = (A.14)
 
 
( ) (̇ )  ( ) V (s) = V (0). 
 
 
(̇ )  







( )V (s) = V (0). 





)V (s) = V (0)  + 
(   (   )  
 




̇R v (0) 
 = 2L + V (0) 
Assuming:
V (0) = ( ) 1 = 
 
2 
V (t) = (1 − )





































s  + L s + LC = s
 + 2ζω s + ω
1
 = √  
1 
 = 2   
 











 =  −  
 = 1 −  













              
                                                                                            
                                                                                        
 
   
  
 
                                                                                          
β
∴ V (t) = V (0) e cosω t + e sinω tω  
 V∙ (0)
 = +2  V (0) 
 1 
 
  sin /3 = +
  2   (1 − cos /3)
 1  sin /3 √3 =  +
  (1 − cos /3)
 =  + 2(1 − 0.5) =  + √3 ≈ √3
 ( ) =  (0) cos  + √3 sin 
∴ ( ) =   
 ( ) =  (0) √3 cos  −  sin 
( ) =  (0)
 
√3 cos  − sin 
 
Substituting VC (0) by VCFinal of Stage1 which is equal to  : 
( ) =  (  + 30°)
( ) =  
  





  =  ( ) ( ) =   
 
   
1
  = 2 ( )
 













                                                                  










 = ( )  ( ) = ( )    
 = 2
1 
( )  
1  
  = cos (  + 30°)2 .  
 




  =  ( )  =  cos (  + 30°) dt
  
   
1
  = 2 dt + 
1 
2 cos(2  + 6) dt  
 (  
 
 )  = +     
 
 +  
° ° 
   =  ≈ 0    






 ( ) =  (− )sin (  + 30°) =  
 
 
 ( ) = − sin (  + 30°)
 ( ) = 
 ( ) = 
 
 cos (  + 30°) 
 ( )  (  + 30°)
 ( ) 
= −  sin (  + 30°) 
= −1
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 ( ) = 2  cos(  + 30°) ≈ 0  ≪ 1 (A.20)
L to LC energy transfer circuit mathematical analysis
Stage 1
 
 =  





 = (1 −  )
where:  = 
 
⇒ 
 = 0 ,  = =  
 
 =  
 
V  = iR =  (1 − 
 
) (A.22)
V  =  −  = 
 
(A.23)
 = i.R+ V  
 
V  =  
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∴  =    +  
   + = 
   
Alternative method :
 +  ( ) = .  ( )




∴ ( ) = 
 
 =  
 (A.24)
    
 = 1 −
At t = tFinal the energy in the inductor must be equal to the energy of the capacitor when C =
Cmax 
1 1  
∴  = = 2  





∴  =[1 −  ]
 
  = 1 −
√  
 √  −  
 = 1 −  = 
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Approximation using Taylor series:
−
 
Since Taylor series is 1 − 1 −  + 
 






√   
= 1 −
  = 
√   










1 − 1 − √ ≈  √   (A.27)
√  
=  ≈ 
 .   √   
 
1 ( ) =  1 −  
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= √  
=    
From previous analysis :




( ) = 
 +  + 
Since the Laplace inverse of  = . sin 
( )  
∴ ( ) = .  sin (A.29)
 ( ) ≈  sin for  ≪ 1 (A.30)
 =   =  cos  (A.31)
1
  ( ) = 2  
( )
  ( )=   . . sin   
   −   ( ) = cos 2   (A.32)
cos 2  = −1
∴ 2  = 
 2
 = = 2  4  
 ( ) =  = [ ][− ] sin 
 






                                                                                                          
   
 














.   = 2 
 = 2 . . . . (cos )
 
 
  =  (A.33)
 If  = 
  
1 
∴   
 
2 = 02 
     +   =  + 
 
 =




  ( ) =  ( )  =  . sin  .  cos 
  
 
  ( ) =  sin  cos 
 
1 





  ( ) = 2 2  
1 1 − cos 2
  ( ) = 2 2 
If:
 2
2  = ,  = = 2  4  
Then:







       
    
 
   
 





















MATLAB/ SIMULINK PROGRAM TO TEST THE PRE-CHARGE, HARVESTING
AND RESET PHASES
Pre-charge phase






















































   
 
 































































































     
 
 





   
   
  
   
   
  





























































































































































































   
   
   
   
  





















































         
    
 




     
  
            





























     




    
  
   
  
   
APPENDIX C 
MATLAB PROGRAM TO CALCULATE THE CAPACITANCE AND ENERGY OF
THE MULTI POLE CAPACITORS




Np=1 % No of Poles
theta1 = [180 160 140 120 100 80 60 40 20 0]./Np





















Ns=50 % No of slices
d=0.001 % distance between plates
Cx =(eo*er*(2*Ns-1)*Ax*Np)/d
Cy =(eo*er*(2*Ns-1)*Ay*Np)/d



















      
   
   
   
   
   
  




            
  
 
   
    
  
   
  
  









        
   
     
  




























Tws = [ max(t2) max(t4) max(t6) max(t8) max(t10)]
(degrees)','FontWeight','Normal','FontSize',20,'FontName','times')
figure

















Energy calculation of the multi poles capacitors
close all;clear all;clc
col=['r' 'b' 'g' 'm' 'y'];














      
   
   
   
   
   
  
        
       
  
    
  
            
         
  
   





    
 
    
 
    
 
 




    
 
    
 
    
 
  













     
 
    
 
  
         
  






Tws = [ max(t2) max(t4) max(t6) max(t8) max(t10)]
Vec =[ 1 1 1 1 1]
Ical= (Vbat*(Cmax-Cmin))./Tws/1e-9
Ecal= (Cmax-Cmin)*Vbat^2/1e-6 .* Vec
Isim = [ 193.5991 387.8194 580.0144 773.5849 971.6973]







ylabel('Harvesting Current ( nA
)','FontWeight','Normal','FontSize',20,'FontName','times')
xlabel('Wind speed ( m/sec
)','FontWeight','Normal','FontSize',20,'FontName','times')
grid





ylabel('Energy Gain( \mu J
)/sec','FontWeight','Normal','FontSize',20,'FontName','times')
xlabel('Wind speed ( m/sec
)','FontWeight','Normal','FontSize',20,'FontName','times')
grid









ylabel('Energy Gain ( \mu J
)/sec','FontWeight','Normal','FontSize',20,'FontName','times')
xlabel('Wind speed ( m/sec
)','FontWeight','Normal','FontSize',20,'FontName','times')
grid








   
   
   
   
  
















     
 
    
 
  


































ylabel('Energy Gain ( \mu J
)/sec','FontWeight','Normal','FontSize',20,'FontName','times')
xlabel('Wind speed ( m/sec
)','FontWeight','Normal','FontSize',20,'FontName','times')
grid







       
  
 
     
   
      
       
  
      
      
      








       
      
 
  
    
       
          
             
   
   
    
  
          




   
     
 
    
 
 
    
 
 
   
 
APPENDIX D 
MATLAB PROGRAM FOR CAPACITANCE, VOLUME AND ENERGY
OPTIMIZATION
Capacitance and volume optimization
close all;clear all;clc
%Factors affecting the total capacitance
%Area, Distance, Number of parallel plates
r1=1e-3.*[5 7.5 10 12.5 15 17.5]
r2=1e-3.*[20 30 40 50 60 70]
r3=1e-3.*[25 35 45 55 65 75]








N =[30 40 50 60 70 80]
d=1e-3.*[0.25 0.5 1 2 3 4]
w=(1*1e-3);






















              
 






      
          
        
   
            
          





   
      
 
    
 
       
  
 
      
 
        
 
   
  
  
   




    
 
 
   
 
              
 




























legend(' Minimum number of SR sets ')
ylabel('Volume(
)','FontWeight','Normal','FontSize',16,'FontName','times')
xlabel('Radius of the capacitor (
)','FontWeight','Normal','FontSize',16,'FontName','times')


































         
 





      
   
   
   
   
   
       
 
  
   
 
                     
    
 
     
 
      
  
  
   
   
 
                     
    
 
    
 




   
 
                     
  
 
     
 














Nc= [ 1 2 4 8 10]
Es=(Cmax-Cmin)*Vb^2.*Np
















surface(Np1,Nc1,E) ; % Plot a surface such that : X= r, Y = d , Z = EV
xlabel('No.of poles in the
capacitor','FontWeight','Normal','FontSize',20,'FontName','times')
ylabel('No.of Capacitors in the Array
','FontWeight','Normal','FontSize',20,'FontName','times')






surface(Np1,Nc1,E) ; % Plot a surface such that : X= r, Y = d , Z = EV
xlabel('The harvesting cycle time
(msec)','FontWeight','Normal','FontSize',20,'FontName','times')
ylabel('No.of Capacitors in the
Array','FontWeight','Normal','FontSize',20,'FontName','times')






surface(Vb1,Nc1,E) ; % Plot a surface such that : X= r, Y = d , Z = EV
xlabel('Batery Voltage
(V)','FontWeight','Normal','FontSize',20,'FontName','times')
ylabel('No.of Capacitors in the Array
','FontWeight','Normal','FontSize',20,'FontName','times')









         
 
      
               
          
 
           
           
    




   




   





       
  
      
APPENDIX E 
PIC BASIC CODE FOR TESTING THE ENERGY HARVESTER
Harvester testing – without interrupt
TRISA = %00000 ' set A to OUTPUT port
TRISB = %11111111 ' set B to INPUT port
Start:
IF PORTB.0=0 THEN RF1 ' C max is detected
IF PORTB.0=1 THEN RESET ' C min is detected
goto start















HARVEST: ‘ Send signal to the SW3
HIGH PORTA.3






        
  
  
   
  
          
  
  
      
  
        
        
             
  
     
           
  
  
   
  







   
  
GOTO RF2





RESET: ‘ start reset mode all switches are off
LOW PORTA
GOTO START
Harvester testing – with interrupt
START :
symbol in=portb.7 'button connected to this pin
TRISB=%10000000 'set portb.7 AND 0 as input
TRISA = %00000 ' set A to OUTPUT port
OPTION_REG=%11000000
on interrupt goto isr











































































      
 
  
                                      
                                  




              
         
 
            
   
               
            
         
   
          
             
             
                
            
                
              
    
           
             
            
                
            
            
 
    
             
APPENDIX F 
LOW RISK RESEARCH ETHICS APPROVAL CHECKLIST
Applicant Details
Name Rita Tareq E-mail rita.abdulmunam@emirates.com
Department Engineering -EAC Date 16 Feb 2011
Course PhD Title of Project: Electrostatic Generator
Project Details
Research Objectives
3.5 Set up the design consideration for an electrostatic energy harvester and evaluate the
previous work related to the different available electrostatic energy harvester
approaches.
3.6 Develop new ways to extract energy from the environment using macro scale
electrostatic energy harvester.
3.7 Produce an alternative outline design to develop a new electrostatic energy harvester
3.8 Improve the efficiency of the electrostatic generator by designing a novel power
conditioning circuit to extract the maximum power from the electrostatic generator.
Research Design
Researches will be conducted adopting an experimental and literature approach. First and
foremost, a preparation phase will involve a study through literature of the history and
evolution of the electrostatic power generators. This initial phase will build an essential
basis for the rest of my work, as it will provide an overview of the different types of micro
power generator, as well as the different basic rules and conventions that have been set in
this domain. A study of the problems and solutions raised by previous research will also be
conducted to complete and narrow down the orientation that will be taken for the following
steps of my project.
Prototypes will be elaborated combining software and hardware using the communication
toolbox of MatLab/ Simulink and Multisim software. Every prototype will be evaluated; the
evaluations will aim at revealing new concepts and reorienting the research to another
analysis phase and so starting a new cycle. Thus, this process will be iterated along my
thesis (analysis – prototypes – evaluations), each iteration aiming at focusing on the
interesting ideas, developing new ones, and finally refining and enhancing the different
prototypes.
Methods of Data Collection





              
     
      
                 
    
   
        
      
  
         
      
  
            
               
                
             
     
  
          
         
  
                  
     
   
             
          
 
  
          
       
  
        
       
  
          
           
  
         
           
  
          
       
  
College electrical & electronics workshops and /or other workshops as per the requirements.
Participants in your research
Will the project involve human participants? No
If you answered Yes to this questions, this may not be a low risk project. Please discuss
your project with your Supervisor.
Risk to Participants
Will the project involve human patients/clients, health professionals, and/or
patient (client) data and/or health professional data?
No
Will any invasive physical procedure, including collecting tissue or other
samples, be used in the research?
No
Is there a risk of physical discomfort to those taking part? No
Is there a risk of psychological or emotional distress to those taking part? No
Is there a risk of challenging the deeply held beliefs of those taking part? No
Is there a risk that previous, current or proposed criminal or illegal acts will be
revealed by those taking part?
No
Will the project involve giving any form of professional, medical or legal 
advice, either directly or indirectly to those taking part?
No
If you answered Yes to any of these questions, this may not be a low risk project. Please
discuss your project with your Supervisor.
Risk to Researcher
Will this project put you or others at risk of physical harm, injury or death? No
Will project put you or others at risk of abduction, physical, mental or sexual 
abuse?
No
Will this project involve participating in acts that may cause psychological or
emotional distress to you or to others?
No
Will this project involve observing acts which may cause psychological or
emotional distress to you or to others?
No
Will this project involve reading about, listening to or viewing materials that
may cause psychological or emotional distress to you or to others?
No
Will this project involve you disclosing personal data to the participants other
than your name and EAC as your contact and e-mail address?
No
Will this project involve you in unsupervised private discussion with people






           
   
  
             
        
  
              
 
                   
    
    
            
                
            




                   
     
     
        
        
  
           
         
 
  
           
     
  
            
         
  
 
                   
     
  
         
              
               
Will this project potentially place you in the situation where you may receive
unwelcome media attention?
No
Could the topic or results of this project be seen as illegal or attract the
attention of the security services or other agencies?
No
Could the topic or results of this project be viewed as controversial by anyone? No
If you answered Yes to any of these questions, this is not a low risk project. Please discuss
your project with your Supervisor.
Informed Consent of the Participant
Are any of the participants under the age of 18? No
Are any of the participants unable mentally or physically to give consent? No
Do you intend to observe the activities of individuals or groups without their
knowledge and/or informed consent from each participant (or from his or her
parent or guardian)?
No
If you answered Yes to any of these questions, this may not be a low risk project. Please
discuss your project with your Supervisor.
Participant Confidentiality and Data Protection
Will the project involve collecting data and information from human
participants who will be identifiable in the final report?
No
Will information not already in the public domain about specific individuals or
institutions be identifiable through data published or otherwise made
available?
No
Do you intend to record, photograph or film individuals or groups without 
their knowledge or informed consent?
No
Do you intend to use the confidential information, knowledge or trade secrets
gathered for any purpose other than this research project?
No
If you answered Yes to any of these questions, this may not be a low risk project: Please
discuss your project with your Supervisor.
Gatekeeper Risk
Will this project involve collecting data outside EAC buildings? No
Do you intend to collect data in shopping centres or other public places? No





           
                   
    
   
               
     
  
            
    
  
 
                  
    
  
                 
              
            
        
               
          
 
   
   
 
  
   
          
         
            
               
         
 
           
               
           
          
 
 
Do you intend to gather data within healthcare premises? No
If you answered Yes to any of these questions, this is not a low risk project. Please discuss
your project with your Supervisor.
Other Ethical Issues
Is there any other risk or issue not covered above that may pose a risk to you
or any of the participants?
No
Will any activity associated with this project put you or the participants at an
ethical, moral or legal risk?
No
If you answered Yes to these questions, this may not be a low risk project. Please discuss
your project with your Supervisor
Principal Investigator Certification
If you answered No to all of the above questions, then you have described a low risk
project. Please complete the following declaration to certify your project and keep a copy
for your record as you may be asked for this at any time.
Agreed restrictions to project to allow Principal Investigator Certification
Please identify any restrictions to the project, agreed with your Supervisor or the Dean of
Postgraduate Studies to allow you to sign the Principal Investigator Certification
declaration.
Participant Information Leaflet attached.
Informed Consent Forms attached.
Principal Investigator’s Declaration
Please ensure that you:
Tick all the boxes below and sign this checklist.
Students must get their Supervisor to countersign this declaration.
I believe that this project does not require research ethics approval. I have
completed the checklist and kept a copy for my own records. I realise I may be
asked to provide a copy of this checklist at any time.
√
I confirm that I have answered all relevant questions in this checklist honestly. √
I confirm that I will carry out the project in the ways described in this checklist. I
will immediately suspend research and request a new ethical approval if the project 






               
             
    
     
 
                             
 
    
          
             
            
        
 
        
 
                  
            
                










If you submit this checklist and any attachments by e-mail, you should type your name in
the signature space. An email attachment sent from your EAC inbox will be assumed to
have been signed electronically.
Principal Investigator : Rita Tareq Aljadiri
Signed
Some materials have been removed from this thesis due to Third Party Copyright. Pages 
(Principal Investigator or Student)
Date: 16/02/2011
Students storing this checklist electronically must append to it an email from your
Supervisor confirming that they are prepared to make the declaration above and to
countersign this checklist. This-email will be taken as an electronic countersignature.
Student’s Supervisor: Dr. Luay Yassin Taha
Countersigned (Supervisor)
Some materials have been removed from this thesis due to Third Party Copyright. Pages 
Date: 16/02/2011
I have read this checklist and confirm that it covers all the ethical issues raised by this
project fully and frankly. I also confirm that these issues have been discussed with the
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